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The Liberty Boys made a brave stand indeed, but were beaten back in spite of all they could do.
They- made a second stand, which in turn they- were forced to relinquish.
It was a bitter cup, but there was no help tor it.
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appearance,
an
in
''It's about time the fleet was putting
CHAPTER I.
Dick, don't you think?" queried Bob, as he dropped over
upon his back and gazed up at the foliage of fbe tree.
•WATCHING FOR THE FLEET.
"Yes, Bob; I should not be surprised to see the fleet at
On a warm afternoon in the first week of August; 1777, any moment."
two bronzed and 1 handsome youths of perhaps nineteen
There was a short period of silence, and then Bob said :
years of age were seated under a tree which grew on the
"Say, Dick, wha.t do you think iof that beetle-browed
extreme southern end of a ·cape extending into the Atlantic young fellow that was at the house last night to see Mary?"
Ocean, at the southernmost part of the State of New
"I don't think much of him, Bob."
Jersey.
"Neither do I; and I don't believe :Niary does, either."
The end of the cape was, in fact, a promontory at least
"No, she seemed to give him the cold shoulder a bit, I
edge
the
from
descent
the
and
height,
in
feet
one hundred
thought."
of the promontory was almost straight down to the water,
"Yes, and he didn't like it."
which washed its foot.
"No, he looked somewhat displeased."
A better point for a lookout station could not have been
"I rather think, old fellow, that he blames us for her
found along the entire Atlantic coast.
coldness. Did you notice how he glowered at us?"
And the two youths in question were using it as a lookDick laughed.
out station.
"Yes, I thought he looked at us in anything rather t~an
The two were, although quite young, famous as sol- a friendly manner."
diers, scouts, and spies, for they were Dick Slater and Bob
"You're right; he was jealous, without doubt."
Estabrook, who were respectively the captain and the first
"Well,'he has no cause to be; :Mary is a nice girl, but my
lieutenant of a company of youths of about their own age, heart is in the possession of a certain blue-eyed little girl
known as The Liberty Buys of '76."
in "\Yestchester county, :New York."
At this time General Washington, with quite a strong
"And so is mine."
army, was stationed at Philadelphia.
Dick and Bob lived on adjoining farms, near Tarrytown,
He had received news from New York, to the effect that
York; -and they had grown up from childhood togethKew
the British fleet, unde/ Ad:i.niral Ho,ve, with his brother,
had always been like brothers. Each had a sister,
and
er,
General Howe and his army consisting of eighteen thouyouth was in love with the other's sister, which
each
and
sand soldiers, had sailed southward from that city, and the
two even better friends than they might ot_herthe
made
supposition was that the fleet was bound for the mouth of
been.
have
wi8e
the Delaware and that it intended sailing up that river and
"I almost expected this fellow, Joe Floddy, would invite
landing the British army at or near Philadelphi-a.
~·on out and challenge you to fight him, J?ob," said Dick,
At once General W-ashington had summoned Dick Slater,
presently.
in whom he had great confidence, and had ordered him to
"Is that so?" with a laugh.
take one comrade and proceed to the mouth of the Dela"Yes, yon pestered him so by talking to ::'\fary, that I
ware and remain there and keep watch for .the coming of
could see he was almo8t wild."
the British fleet; then, as soon as it put 'in an appearance,
Bob chuckled.
the youths were to return and let him know, so that he
"I could see that he was jealous and made up my mind
an
in
put
they
<'ould be ready to receive the enemy when
worry him a bit."
to
appearance.
he'll worry you if ever he gets a chance. you
"Well,
been
had
and
The youths had been here four or five days,
of that."
sure
be
may
stopping at the home of a farmer, three-quarters of a mile
"But I don't think he will get the chance."
distant, where they left their horses, walking to an~ from
Then the hrn got to talking of their homes and ~weettheir lookout station.
And on this afternoon of which· we write the two were hearts, and the time flew swiftly by.
Pre8ently Dick glanced out over the water, and gave ut~eated under the tree, talking and looking out over the
beautiful expanse of blue water stretching to the horizon- terance to an exclamation :
I "The fleet!"
line.
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Bob rose to a sitting posture instantly, aml looked out
'•\re will go down to the house, bridle and saddle our
toward the southeast.
horses, mount and get back to General Washi~gton with
·'Jove, you are right, Dick!"
the n~ws as quickly as possible, Bob."
"Yes, and there are a lot of ships, eh, Bob?"
'' ,\II right; come along:"''
'· l Rhould sa:v so. Well, it takes a lot of ships to carry
The two whirled, to start to the houi,e, only to fillll
eighteen thousand soldiers."
them. elves confronted hy about a dozen young fello1r5.
'· 'o it doe:>...
with len~lecl rifles in their hands.
'l'he two rose to their feet and stretched, all the while
•'Hol' on!" cried one, who seemed to be the leader. "Don'
ket>ping their e~·es on the fleet of warships standing in to- ht• in Pr limr~· ter go. :ve blasted rebel!'.'."
ward the month of the Delaware.
I
!
"Well, our mission down hete is ended, Dick."
I
"It looks that way."
.. Shall we go now?"
C'IL\ PTETI IT.
T>ick shook his head.
"No. ' Jet'~ wait a while, and watch the ships sail up the
klX TO tlNE!
hav."

I

''Do you think that we will be ·a ble to get to Philadclphia ahead of the fleet?"
"I think so. You see, they will have lo ~top belo"· the
forts, and disembark."
··Thafs so."
Xearer and nearer drew the fleet, and 1i;re~ently the warship~ began to round the point of the cape where Dick and

Did~ and Hoh f<!HrP<l in arnaze1npnt a1Hl lli~nH1y.
They were taken "' holl}1 by surpri:::r.
Their attention had been on the ftert oi war~hip;:. and
tlw.1· hi1c1 paid no attention whatcYer to their immediate
~nrroundings. o;o the fir;:t intimation the_1· had of the prcsPtH·r of the _1·onnl! fellow~ 11·as when the.1· foun'l themseh-e~
confronted hy them.

}fob stood.
"\ glanc-e, ho11'cYer, wM enough to make them satif'fiecl
When at last all the vessels had done this, they hauled regarding the reason for thr appeirrnncc of the youths. ,rith
to and dropped anchor.
weapons in their hand~. Their lemler. the one who had
The youths watched this proceeding with wondrr and !'pokcn. wa>: .fop Flodd_1·. the rnitor for the hand of :J[ary
surprise.
Fnlto11. at who~e home the Liberty Ho.r;: had been :;tay"What does that mean, Dick?"
ing. and as hM heen shown ..Toe "'"" jralon;: of the two.
·'You can't prove i·t by me."
D ou btl ess 1'ie liiloJ irone t o tl ic ot·1wr yon tl 1~. repre!'en tec1
"I would have thought that they would sail right on np to them that Dick nnd Bob were rebC'k and had got them
the river."
to c·ome with him to attnck thC' bro. .\t am rate. thi"
"That is 11·hat I supposed they would do."
wns the wa_1· tl1e Lihert_1· Do_1·" ~izrd tltrm up. and the:· wprr
Dick and Bob again seated themselves, and watched the ril!ht.
warships with interest.
".Hello, ;roe, 1rlu1t dew~ t l1i;< mean'.-'" cxda imecl Dic:k.
Pre~ently they saw a boat approaching the fleet, from
"Yes, why do you jnrnp out and thrC'aten lli'.' "·i th Je1·thc we t shore, and it came to alongside the flagship and a eled rifles?" from Bob.
man went aboard.
"Ye air rebels!'' cried Joe. Yiciously.
An hour passed, and the man climbed down the side. gol
"Oh. no," said Dick.
into the boat, and the oarsman pulled away again, toward
"I 8ay ye air; an· we iuc goin" to capter ~-e, ye bet!"
the west shore.
"What good will that do y·ou ?"
ome signals were at once run up to the masthead of the
" "\ heap of good.''
flagship. and presently the sailors on the warships be1nm
"I dmi't think i'O. \Yhat will you <lo with us?"
1tdting up the anchors. This done, the sails were set, and
"'l'utn ,Ye over ter ther Rriti~h ...
the ' hips wore around and headed out into the ocean.
"\Yhere ate the British?''
Dick and Bob stared at each other in amazement.
"f know whal' they air some.''
"What does it mean, Dick?"
The Liberty Boys eyed Joe searching-I}'· 'they ronlcl
··r don't know.''
hardly believe his statement, for the>' themselves did not ,
They watched the ships, and saw them head sonth1Ynrd know where there were any British nearer than New York
down th r coast.
cit)·. with the exception of tlw ftept that had ju~t ~ailed
An hour later only the sails were visible, and it wa~ e1·i- away.
rlen t that the ships were b~md to some southern port.
"I gue~~ you are just taJking to heill' YOllr~cu talk. .Toe."
fl nt what port?
~nill Did:. "TlH're are no Hriti~h in thl~ part of tl1e
T hat wa 0 the qnestion, and it "·a~ one that Dick :md country."
Hob could not answer, of cour~e.
I "Thet's all ye know erhont ct.'' ~aid .foe, with a trimnphRob now tnrned to Dick, with the question:
ant air. "I know whut
talkin' erbont, an' I sny thet
" W"hat shall we do?"
· tltar.nir some Hriti'h 1ritltin ten mile:" m· heer.''
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Dick and Bob exchanged glances. There was that in were behind the tree quick as .a flash, each with pistols in
the tone of Joe's voice that told them he was speaking the their hands.
truth, and they began to tmderstand that they were in a
Bob looked around the left side of the tree, while Dick
tight place. Joe, urged on by his jealous anger toward peered around the righthand side.
the two, would take a delight in capturing them and turnThe young Tories, taken by surprise by this sudden
ing them over to the British.
move, which they had not anticipated, stood there, staring
The thought occurred to Dick that he might argue Joe in blank amazement.
out of the notion of making them prisoners by telling
''No"·, then, listen to me," said Dick, grimly, "we don't
him that they were going away; if he knew they were to want to shed any blood, if we can help it~ but I give you
no longer be at the Fulton home he might not care to fair warning that if you don't go quietly away from here
capture them.
:md let us alone, we will open fire on you, and a::, we are
"We're going away, Joe," he said.
dead shots, some of you are sure to .get hurt! Do you
Joe nodded, and said grimly and significantly:
hear?"
"Yas, I know ye air!"
"Yas, we heer, all right," growled Joe, "but ye shorely
The other youths snickered. It was evident that they hain't goin' ter be fools enuff ter try ter fight us!"
understood what Joe meant, and thought his remark was
''\\Tc certainly are going to fight you, if you make an ata. witty one.
tempt to capture us!"
Dick and Bob exchanged glances. They understood each
"Ye'd better s.urrender!" cried Joe.
other, and were determined to make their escape if pos"Never!"
Eible. They would offer fight, and take the risk of getting
J oc uttered a howl of anger.
killed by bullets from the rifles of the young Tories-for
"Go for 'em, boys!" he cried to his companiom. " Capsuch the youths were, without a doubt.
er ·em crlive, ef ye kin, but ef ye kain't, w·y, kiE 'em !''
"I mean it, Joe,'' went on Dick, quietly. . "\Ye were
The Tories scattered quickly, at the same time advancjust going to start to the house, and as soon as we got ing toward the tree.
there we were going to eaddle our horses and leave this 1 Then crack! crack! two pistol-shots rang out, and down
part of the country."
dropped Joe Floddy and one of his co~panions.
"Thefs all right: I know w·y ~-e hev be'n here nil this
lime, an' I know w'y ye air ready ter go. _\.n' ye'll go, too,
all right, but 110t whar ye expected ter go."
.
."Why not?"
OI·L\PTER III .
.. Becos ye 're go in' with ns."
''Oh, come no"·, Joe. listen to reas<:n,'' said Dick. perTHE REDCOATS APPEAR.
::masively. ".All }On care about us is to ha Ye us go away.
You're jealous because we have been stayirig at the FnlThe fall of their leader and another of the youths wa'
ton home, and as we are willing to leave, there i~ no rrn- too much for the attacking
party, and the young Torif:·~
son why you should w:rnt to act menu toward us."
tnrned and fled at the top 0£ their speed.
.
"Whut, me jealous uv ye two fellers?" cried .Joc. "X ot
'· Hold on, hold on!" cried Dick. "Stop! Come ·back
er bit uv et! )le an' )fary air goin' ter be marrird one uv and take care of your comrade8. They
_!l.re not dead. b11 l
ihese beer days, an' I wusn't afeered thet ye"d win her er- wounded, and will need
your attention, and we ha Yen 't
way £rum me ertall. But I'm er loyal king's man, I am; time to look after them. Come 1\flck, I
say!"
an' I am goin' ter capter ye an' take ye ter ther Brifoh. ,:o
The youths stopped and turned around, but they made
up with yer han's an' surrender. er we'll shoot ye foll nv no moYe towarJ coming back.
holes!"
It was evident that they did not want to get in ran:ce of
There was a viciouRnf'RR about the youth's tones am1 air ihoRe dangerous weapons in the hands of the two youth~
.
that made Dick and Bah hclie>e he wonld not hesitate to
"Oh, come on back here," called out Bob. "We won't
shoot them down; his comrades, too, were in the main hurt you; that is, if you don't make another attack on
11s."
rather vicious-looking, and they would undoubtedly fire if
"We hain't ergoin' ter take no chances onter thet," u ir<l
ordered to do so by their leader; eo the two Liberty Buys one of the youths. "But ef ye mean fa'r, w'y, jest
o-it
realized that they would have to fight, if they \1ere to get out, an' then we'll come back up thar arter ye air out
uv
away.
ther way."
Well, they could fight; that wa~ their bminw:. And
"All right; we'll do that," said Dick. "Come . along.
as it was evidently not the business of the dozen youth~ Bob."
it was possible that the two could make a rnccessfnl fight
The two advanced to where the two wounded youths lay
of it.
groaning on the ground, and paused and glanced down
They were determined to tr~._ at nny rnte, and at a low upon them. T~ey were pretty severely wou~ded, bnt noi
whistle from Dick he and Bob made a 'lnick leap, and mortally, for Dick and Bob had not shot to kill.
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"You see, you would have done well to have gone away
about your business and let us alone," said Dick to iJoe.
The wounded youth only groaned in reply.
"Let this be a lesson to you, Joe," said Bob. "Stick to
the plow, and don't go to attempting anything in the way
of warfare. Leave that to the redcoats."
Still Joe made ·no reply, save to groan, and the two
otrode away in the direction of the Fulton home.
They hastened onward down the slope, and presen1ly
.ca.me to the farmhouse.
They en tered, and were greeted pleasantly by Mr. and
Mrs. Fulton and ~~ar_y, who was a pretty girl of about
·eighteen years.
"I thought I heard a couple of pistol-shots a few minutes
'ago," said M:r. ]fulton.
"You did," said Bob.
"Yes," said Dick. "Some young fellows made an attack
·on Bob and I, and we were forced to defend ourselves."
"Some young fellows made an attack on you?" in surprise.
"Yes," and then Dick told the story of the affair.
"Well, well! That beats anything!" exclaimed M:r. Fulton, when Dick had finished.
"Who would have thought that Joe Floddy would have
rdone such a thing as that!" froi'n Mrs. Fulton.
Mary did not say anything, but it was evident that she
was doing considerable thinking.
Then Dick told the Fultons that he and Bob were going
to start for Philadelphia.
"You must wait till after dinner!" cried Mrs. Fulton.
"We are in quite a hurry," said Dick.
"Oh, you can wait," said Mary.
There was a sober look on the girl's face, and a close
obsener would have said that the knowledge that the two
handsome youths were going to go away did not please
her.
"Let's stay to dinner, Dick," said Bob. "I am hungry,
and this will likely be the last good meal that we will get
for a while."
"All right; we can ride a bit harder to make up for the
lost time. "
"Yes, our horses haven't been doing anything fur quite
a while. and it won't hurt them to be forced a bit."
So the youths waited till dinner was ready, and sat up
to the table with the members of the Fulton family for
the last time and ate heartily.
Just as they finished the meal and entered the sittingroom, Mary happened to glance out through the front window, and she startled all by crying out, excitedly:
"Dick! Bob! Run for your lives! Yonder are a lot
of redcoats!"
Dick leaped to her side and looked out.
Sure enough, there were at least a score of redcoats out
at the front gate.
With them were a couple of young fellows dressed in
rough clothing such as was worn by the farmers of the
vicinity, ond Dirk guessed that they were two who had been
1

with Joe Floddy. Doubtless they hacl met the redcoab:·.
and had guided them to the farmhouse.
The British soldiers started toward the house at thi,,
moment, and Dick turned to Bob and said, hurriedly:
"We will ha>e to make a run for it, olcl follow! Corne.'·
They rnn out into the kitchen, and out into the open
air; then they made a da!"h for the timber. ll'hich was ]Jerhaps one hundred yards distant.
They had gone half the distance when they heard 1011'1
yell:1 behind them1 and glancing back. sa 11· the redco11t.coming around the corner of the house on the run.
"Halt!,. cried the commander of the force. "Stop, or
we will fire!"
Dick and Bob did not i;:top; instead. thl'.v c-ontinued to
run at the top of their speed .
• After them. pell mell, came the redcoats.
The Liberty Boys were not worried about themselve-;
the_,. felt confident that they could outrun their pun:uer~,
and make their escape; but the trouble was that they would
be leaving their horses behind. and thi" was something
they did not like to do.
. However, there was no help for it. They would have to
make sure of their own safety first, and then see whflt coulcl
be clone toward recovering their horse~ aftenrnrd.
They reached the shelter of the timber, and were quickly
011t of sight of their pursuer;;:.
The redcoats were eager to catch the fugitives. however.
and came on in pursuit.
Dick and Bob, instead of going- stmight ahead . Yeered off
to the right, and ran in a half-circle.
In this way they manflged to throw their pursuers off
the track.
When sure that they had done this they whirled and
made a bee line for the stable in which were their horse~.
They reached the stable, and entered at a rear door.
Hastening to the stalls in which stood their horses. they
hastily bridled and ~addled the animals.
Just as they finished. and as they were about to open th e
door ancl lead the hor~es out nnc1 mount. the~- heard a mice
cr_Y out triumphantly:
"The~.-re in the stable! Surround it. men. and if they
try to escape, shoot them dead!"
Dick and Bob exchanged looks of dismay.
They were desperate now, however, and were determined
that they would escape, or die in the attempt.
"We will mount in here, Bob," said Dick. "and then ·~e
will ride out as quickly as po, sible and make a dash for _
freedom . By bending low on the hor$es· nee~ we will be
able to aYoid being brushed off by the frame at the top of
the door."
"All right, Dick," grimly. "I'm with you to the death!''
They climbed info the saddle, and then Dick. whose
horse's head was right against the door, leaned forward and
pushed the door open. A word to Major, and the animal
leaped through and out into the open air, Dick lying flat
forward upon the horse's neck, thus avoiding being hit by
the frame.
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.After him came Bob.
.A wild chorus of yells went up from the r~edcoats.
·''l'here they are!"
"Halt!''
"Stop, you rebels!"
"Stop or die!"
Such were a few of the commands,_and then the captain
of the force of redcoats yelled out:
"Fire, men! Give them 3: volley!"
But Dick and Bob fired first. They had drawn their pistols, and no"' they fired two shots, dropping two men, one
of whom was the captain.
Then a loud crashing roar rang out, as the British soldiers fired a volley.

CHAPTER IV.
PUZZLED.

The bullets rattled all around Dick and Bob.
It was almost a miracle that they were not hit, but not
a bullet touched them.
Away dashed the horses ridden by the youths.
I.uckily neither of the animals was wounded; the fact
was, that the redcoats had fired high, the majority of tlrn
bullets going a hove the backs of the horses.
Around the house rode the Liberty BGys, and out
through the front gate, it haYing been left open by the
redcoats.
As the youths reached the road they ~aug'1t sight of
horses hitched to trees at the farther side.
The redcoats were now aronnd the hou~e aml nrnning
toward the road.
"After them!" the youths heard the leacler of the redcoats yell. "We must capture the rebels!"
'l'hey ran through the gateway, across the 1'-0ad, untied
their horses, leaped into the saddles. and came dashing up
the road in pursuit.
The youths looked back and noted thi fact.
Dick and Bob were splendidly mounted.
Dick's mount was Major, his magnificent thoroughbred,
a horse that could run like the wind and that had wonderful staying qualities, and Bob's horse was almost as good.
The youths kept looking back, to see how the redcoats
were progressing, and it did not take them long to m,ake
up their minds that they were leaving their enemies behind.
"Their horses are not the equals of ours, old fellow," said
Bob.
"No; they will never catch us."
"You are right; the farther we go, the farther behind
they will get."
The redcoats seemed to realize this fact, for they.did not
keep up the chase very long.
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They stopped when they had come a mile or so, and turned back.
· The youths noted this at once, and slackened the speed
of their animals to an ordinary gallop.
"No need of tiring our liorses out," said Dick.
"No, we have quite a long ride, and may as well take
·
it moderately."
All that afternoon they rode omvard, and when ewning
came they stopped at a farmhouse and had supper.
After supper they mounted and rode onward.
They were determined to finish their trip that night.
They succeeded, arriving in Philadelphia about midnight.
They went at once to the quarters occupied by the Liberty Boys, and lay down and dropped asleep almost instantly.
When morning came, their comrades were surprised to
see Dick and Bob among them again.
"Hello, when did you two fellows get in?" queried Ben
Spurlock.
"About midnight," replied Dick.
"Is the British fleet coming up the Delaware?" asked
1\fark Morrison.
Dick shook his head.
"No," he replied; and then he explained about the fleet.
The Liberty Boys all expressed surprise. They could
not think where the British fleet could be going.
"Down South, somewhere, likely," said Sam Sanderson.
This seemed to be the only explanation. but the.'· could
not imagine just where the fleet would O'O.
Immediately after breakfast Dick went to beadquarers
to report to General Washington.
The commander-in-chief had breakfasted, and recei red
Dick cordially, not to say eagerly.
"You have seen the British fleet. Dick?" he cried.
"Yes, your excellency."
"And it is coming up the Delaware?"
Dick shook his head.
"~o. your excellency; it did not enter the Delaware. save
to cast anchor for an hour at the mouth of the bay.
The commander-in-chief looked amazed.
"You say it is not coming up the river, Dick?" he cried.
"Yes, sir: instead, it has sailed southward, down the
coast."
"What!"
General Washington was evidently greatly surprised.
He could hardly believe the evidence of his own liearing.
and immediately began asking Dick questions.
The Liberty Boy told him the whole story of the peculiar
actions of the British fleet, and the commander-in-chief
finally ceased asking questions, and dropping his head,
gazed long and thoughtfully at the floor.
He well knew that the move of the British fleet meant
f:Omething, but the question was, What did it mean?
This was a puzzle that must be solved.
Presently General Washington summoned the orderly.
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"Summon all the members of the staff at once," was
command.
The orderly bowed and withdrew.
Half an hom later the members of the staff were in the
room.
General Washington at once placed the matter before
them, and when they had heard all, he said:
"Now the question to be decided is, Where has the British fleet gone?"
The members of the staff looked thoughtfully at one
another and fell to pondering.
It was a difficult question to answer.
Presently General Green suggested that possibly the fleet
was headed for Charleston.
"Or Savanna," from another of the officers.
"I thought of those places as possible objective points for
the fleet," said the commander-in-chief, slowly, "but somehow I cannot lead myself to believe that the fleet has gone
that far south."
''Then where is it going?" queried General .Greene.
All shook their heads. This was·too much for them, and
they could not ans"·er the question.
They discussed the matter at some length, and were
no nearer a solution of the problem than before.
Finally they ceased talking and again fell to pondering.
Presently General Washington uttered an exclamation.
"I believe that I have it!" he cried.
All looked at him eagerly and questioningly.
"There is only one place that they could be going, in my
opinion," the commander-in-chief said, slowly and thoughtfully, "and I would not have thought that an able general
such as I haw always given General Howe credit for being
would make such a move."
" A.nd that lJlace, your excellency?" from General Greene.
"The Chesapeake."
All started ancl exchanged glances.
"I believe you have hit it, your excellency!" cried one.
'l'he others nodded.
"The chance~ are good that you have solved the problem," from another.
General Greene nodded his head slowly, and said:
"I believe you are right, sir; but. like you, I would not
have expected such a move on the part of General Howe."
"I'll tell you how it was," the commander-in-chief said.
"He heard about the forts and the obstructions in the river,
and decided to go down and enter the Chesapeake and come
up to the head of the bay and disembark. I am sure of it."
The others nodded.
"That is the only possible solution of the problem,
your excellency," said General Greene.
They discussed the matter at some length, and all were
unanimous in the opinion that they had solved the problem.
The question then was, What should they Cj.o?
After some further discussion it was decided to send
Dick Slater and his company of Liberty Boys down to the
head of Chesapeake Bay, to watch for the coming of the
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British fleet, and as soon as it appeared a messenger was
to be despatched to Philadelphia with the news.
"And then you and your Liberty Boys may retreat slowly
ahead of the British, and retard their progress all you possibly can," said the commander-in-chief, when he had told
Dick what he and his Liberty Boys were to do.
"Yery well, your excellency," said Dick. '•We will do
this work, and do it to the best of our ability.''
'' -'rnd that will be quite good enough, I am sure," was
the reply. "When can you start?"
"Within the hour, sir."
·iVery good."

CHAPTER V.
CARL A.~D THE ".ALLIGATOR."

"\Yell, here ''"e are. Dick!''
''Yes, that is the Chesapeake_, without a doubt."
".\nc1 this is the Elk river. eh?''
"It must be; you know that farmer back yonder said
there was no other stream of any size emptying into the
hay in this vicinity."
"So he did."
" Well, we will go into camp, boys."
'The Liberty Boys, one hundred in number, hatl reached
the head of the Chesapeake T3ay.
They had come to a stop on the shore, and sat there on
the backs of their horses, looking out over the <]Uiet waters
Xow, however, they leaped to the ground and unbridled
anc1 unsaddled their horses and tied them with long ropes.
so that they• might graze on the grass which .grew luxuriantly everywhere.
'I'hen they selected a pleasant location, from where they
collld get a good view down the bay, and made their camp.
The country in this vicinity was not thickly settled:
there was not more than one settler to the square mile,
scarcely that.
But this did not worry the Libert>• Boys. .They jmlgecl
that there was game in the timber, and they would hunt
and fish and thus would be enabled to live on the fat of
t)le land, so to speak.
'They had brought fish-hooks and lines, and as sobn as
they had finished the work of going into camp several of
them dug some bait, made their way down to the water's
edge, and threw in the hooks.
The iron barbs had scarcely sunk beneath the surface
before they were seized by hungry fish, and in a minute's
time half a dozen speckled beauties weighing at least three
pounds each were lying gasping on the grass.
"Great Gulliver, but this is all right, fellows!'' cried
Bob Estabrook, who was a great fisherman. "Say, we will
have sport here and li;-e like kings while we are waiting for
the coming of the British fleet, and that's a fact!"
"So we will," agreed Sam Sanderson. "We'1l-hello!
look at Carl."
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Carl <Jookenspieler, the Dutch youth, had been standing
Carl grunted.
right on the edge of the shore, at a point where the bank
"l pet me your life dot you vellers vould mage some
was about ten feet high, arid suddenly he had gone head- groans und loog vunny
mit der face uf you vos peen jerked
long into the water, with a great splash and a gurgling yell cler vater indo py vun
alligator, lige vat I vos, hey?" he
for help.
said, in an injured tone.
'·Great Guns!"
"Alligato r nothing!" tried Sam. "There are no alliga... \_ fish has jerked him in!"
tors in this water.''
"He can"t swim!"
But Carl wouldn'l beli e1·e him. He shook his head de"He'll drown!"
(;idedly.
Such were a few of the exclamat ions from the other
"I know petter ·as dot,'' he declared. "Vat gould jerk
youths, and they looked around for a pole, or stick of some me dcr rater indo lige
dot uf ·dere are not alligators here,
kind, to re1ch down to the Dutch youth when he came to hey?"
the surface.
"Oh, you just lost your balance and f ell in,'' ~aid Bob.
'!'here was no stick to be had, ho11·ever, and just then
"Nein; id is not so! I haC Yeel mo ein pig jerk der line
Carl came to the surface,
on; I haf id wrapped my hant around, und der first t'ing
"Ow·-wo1 1·!" ho ga::ped. "Hellup! or I vill tro1rn uncl I knowed I Y08 jnmping
der vater indo lige der pig pull,.
' frog, und dot is 1.;o !"
Under he went again, with a great gurgling sound.
The youths roared again.
Bubbles came to the rnrface, proving that the youlh had
"Yes, we saw ~·ou jump,'' chuckled Bob.
taken in a lot of 1rnter, and realizing that it was a seriou~
"He's a boss jnmper,'' laughed Ben Spurlock .
matter :for the fat youth, Bob plnnged in, and di1-ec1 dmrn
Carl shook hi;;; head solemnly, and rose to hi s feet, an inin ,-eareh of the Liberty _Boy.
jured look on his round, good-hum ored face.
'l'he 1r;HC'r m1~ clear. and Bob had no ditlkult~- in lou1t"Dot is righd; keep on laffin' mit me," he grumbled .
ing his comrade, and ;;;eizing the youth by the coat-eollar. "Hud Yere is my hook
und line? I Yant to catch c'lot alliHob gaw a fe1r · ~tronµ- ~ trokcs 1rith hi~ disengaged hurnl, gator und brove clot ~at
I ha_f ~ait is dcr truf. .,
and eame to tho surfaee, briDging Carl with him.
"Your line is gone. Carl." said Bob. "Rut there are
The half-drow ned youlh struggled franticall y to got more. Get one and catch
the fish. ·He must be a big felhold of l1is rescuer. but Bob understoo d his business. and low .. ,
·
lll'ld Carl at arm's-len gth, and at the same time s1rnm along
"Yalt. I 1·ill gatch him, you pct my life!"'
tlie shore, toward a point where the bank was not Rleep.
Carl we11t up lo lhe encampm ent, and got another hook
Se reral of the Libt'rty Roys ran down there to be read.1·
and line, and returned, the other yonths having returned
to a~"ist Bob in getting to the shore. They waded out to
to their o-wn lines and resumed .the sport. It was a warm
their armpits, and as soon as Bob was close enough, they
day, and the Dutch youth was in no danger 0£ catching
reached out and took hold ol' Carl and dragged him ashore,
rnld on account of his wet clothes.
Bob following.
Carl fished quite a while, being careful to tie his line
'l'he Dutch youth was not yet unconscious, though pretty to a bush and keep farther
away from the bank; ho caught
nearly so. and they rolled him back and forth on the sand, several good-sized fish,
but did not land the alligator. This
;ind pounded him on the ba(;k till he disgorged the most of did not in anywise disabuse
him of his belief that there
the water he had taken into his lungs.
1rere alligators there, however, and that one had jerked him
'!'hen Carl sat up. placed his hands on his stomach and into thr water.
~·11- e utterance to the most dismal groan that any of the
In Jes~ than half an hour'$ time the ~·outhR caught
vouth~ had ever heard issue from the throat of a human
enough fish ior their supper, and then they ceased fishing,
being. The groan. with the lugubriou s look upon thr and proc:ceclcd to clean the
$peckled beautie~. 'T'his doue.
Dutch boy's face. were too mucli for the other youths, and they went to work: cooking
them.
they burst into a roar of laughter.
Soon the savory odor of the broiling fish filled the air,
Carl regarded them mournfnl l)' and reproachf ully.
and it made the youths almost ravenous.
"Oh. id is much funniness ?" he said angrily. "Yell,
They ate fish till they could not hold another bite, and
latT uf ·Yon Yant lo : maybe id vill coom mv turn breth one -and all declared
that they had never e:vjoyed a meal
ri_uickne~s. alretty. yet.".
.
. more than they had this one.
"Oh. we're not laughing at you, Carl," said Bob.
"How long will we have to stay here, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Nein?" unbelievi ngly . .
"That is _hard to say," was the reply. "It may be a
"No, no t ai. all.''
week, or ten c~_ays even. before the British fleet put~ in an
"Vat vo~ vou laffing apout, den, hey?"
appearan ce.'' .
"We were laughinir at that look on your face, Carl. It
"Well, that will be all right. ·we will enjoy omselves ."
wou lcl h:we made a dog laugh."
"So we will." said Ram 8ander$Ol1, "and in thal time
" _i\rnl the groan that ~'OU uttered. Carl," fi·om Ben Spur- Carl ought to be able
to catch an alligator i-f lherc are any
lock "That was enough to sour milk."
here."
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He was up in a tree also-a small one, not more than six
inches in diameter, and at the foot of this tree was another
~ear, upreared on his h"indlegs, and glaring up at the Irish
youth.
The muskets of the two brave hunters lay on the ground,
near the foot of the trees.
"Well, that beats anything I have ever seen, Dick!" exclaimed Bob.
"You are right, old fellow!"
"We must get Carl out of that fix!"
CHAPTER VI.
"Yes, he is in danger, sure enough!"
Patsy, however, was in no particular danger; he was
A THRILLING SCENE.
"treed," and could not come down, but neither could the
bear go up. The tree was so small that he could not
"Hellup! Hellup!"
"hug" it tightly enough to enable him to sustain his
"Hilp! :Murther!-Hil~!"
Dick and Bob, out on a hunting trip, were making their weight.
The youths had paused when they came in sight of the
way through the timber, when their ears were assailed by
thrilling scene, but now they advanced quickly, till they
cries for help, as given above.
were almost under the tree Carl was in.
They paused instantly, and listened.
Re saw them and yelled lustily for "Hellup."
"That was Carl!" exclaimed Dick.
"Tick!-Pob!" he howled. "Hellup me, quicksomeness,
"Yes, and Patsy!" from Bob.
pefore I kill dot pear! Oh, shimmanetty, shoot me some
"You are right."
holes der pear in, uf you vos luf me!"
"They are in trouble of some kind."
"Hurra!" shouted Patsy. "Yez are afther bein' all
"Undoubtedly. Which way did th~ir cries come from?"
roight now, Cookyspiller. Dhe byes wull make mincemeat
"Over this way, I think," motioning.
av dhe brute in short order, begorra!"
"I think so, and-there they go again!"
"I hobe so, Batsy; der pear haf made mincemeat ouid uf
"Hellup! Hellupl ilFne grnciousness, I am a deat boy,
my pack, alretty."
uf hellup don'd vos coom bretty quickness, alretty!"
"Kape up your courage, Cookyspiller; some av dhe byes I The bear, perched on the limb above Carl, was seemingly
wull come dhis way purty soon, Oi'm t'inkin'. Hilp! having ab.i t of sport with the Dutch youth; it would strike
Carl on the shoulders with one paw, causing the youth to
Hilp!"
downward on that side, and then, as the youth's wildswing
and
Bob,
and
Dick
of
ears
the
to
plainly
came
The words
nether limbs came up on the other side, the
flailing
ly
exact
the
got
they
intently,
listening
this time, as they were
strike them with its other paw, sending them
would
brute
direction.
while the head and shoulders swung updownward,
back
"This way, Bob!"
turning the Dutch youth into a human
thus
again,
ward
As he spoke Dick bounded away in the direction from
pendulum.
which the voices sounded, and after him came Bob.
The bear noticed Dick and Bob now, and stopped clawThey ran perhaps one hundred yards, and then they
ing at Carl, much to his relief, and glared down at its new
paused and gazed upward in amazement and wonder.
A strange, and but for the fact that a human life was foes, growling threateningly the while.
"Shure an' dhe baste is talkin' Dootch to yez, byes,"
in danger, a ludicrous sight was before them:
Hanging below a gohd-sized limb, which projected cried Patsy. "He has learned dhe language frum Cookystraight out from a large tree, and at a point at least fifteen spiller. Phwat is he afther sayin', Dootchy ?"
"Shud my mouth oopl" howled Carl, who was not. in a
:feet from the ground, was Carl Gookenspieler; in so~e
manner a snag had caught in the youth's coat, and as it humor to be jollied. "Sdop my foolishness, Betsy Prannihappened to be buttoned, the Dutch boy was held there, gan! I pet me your life dot u:f you vos my blace in you
·
though he was kicking wildly and flailing the atmosphere vould not veel so flmniness, hey?"
Dick and Bob could hardly keep from laughing outright,
with his arms. But this was not all. Standing on the
limb, directly above the Dutch youth, was a big black bear~ but they managed to keep from doing so, and leveled their •
Carl's cries for help were accounted for, but where was muRkets and took careful aim at the bear.
"I'll aim at his eye, Bob," said Dick. "You hit him
Patsy? And why was he calling for help? -And why was
back of the foreleg."
just
perhis
from
comrade
his
relieve
to
he not doing something
right, Dick."
"All
ilous situation?
Dick gave the word, and both fired at the same inThen
Dick
of
minds
the
through
flashed
These questions
stant.
where
see
to
around,
and Bob, and they quickly glanced
Crack!
Patsy was.
The bear was hard hit, both bullets going straight to the
explained.
was
affair
the
and
him,
of
They caught sight

"Dere are alligators here, all righd," declared Carl,
"und I vill gatch vun und ·mage Pob ead id, py shimmanet.ty!"
The youths roared at this, and Bob laughingly assured
Carl that if he caught an alligator he would eat it.
"Dot is ein pargain," the Dutch youth declared.
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seized his musket, "an' Bhob .an' me wull be afther killin'
dhe baste, shure an' we wull!"
Carl had stopped running, and was standing where he
had stopped, gazing at the scene with distended eyes.
He seemed incapable of making a movement.
"Ghet yer gun, Cookyspiller," yelled Patsy. "Gh,et yer
gun an' hilp kill dhe baste. Phwat fur are yez sthandin'
.
dhere loike a statue, Oi dunno!"
called out
Prannigan,"
"How gan I ged dose guns, Batsy
vere
.arount
Carl; "don'd you see dot der animal is tancing
,
id is, hey?"
This was true; Carl could not very well have got to his
musket, for Dick had taken refuge behind the tree Carl
had been in, and the musket lay there, the bear almost running over it each time the animal came .around the tree in
pursuit of Dick.
Dick had drawn a pistol, and suddenly he fired a shot.
Crack!
The bullet tore the end of the brute's nose, causing it to
bleed freely, and a hoarse roar of rage went up from Bruin.
He was wildly enraged now, and redoubled his exertions,
giving Dick .all he could do to keep out of the way.
"Hurry up, Bob!" he called out. "The brute will catch
me pretty soon, I'm afraid."
"I'm all ready, Dick, and I'll fix the beast in a moment,
don't you fear!"
"Give it to him in the heart, Bob. Just back of the
foreleg, you know."
"I will."
Bob had finished loading, and now he advanced till he
was within ten feet of the tree. He was ready to fire when
the bear came around the next time, but instead of continuing on after Dick the brute caught sight of Bob and
made a wild dash straight for him, its mouth spread, and
growling fiercely.
So close was the brute, and coming straight toward Bob,
that he could not fire with any hope of doing any material
damage, and so he dropped the musket and whirled and
at the top of his speed, and took refuge behind a tree,
ran
•
CHAPTER VII.
Bruin right at his heels; and now the race was renewed,
only it was Bob who was in danger, instead of Dick.
MUCH BEARMEAT.
"Now you see if you can get a shot at the brute, Dick,"
called out Bob. "I'll keep him after me if I can."
This did not seem to be a very difficult thing to do, but
The two youths had their pistols, but these did not shoot
hard enough for such big game, unless, indeed, a vital it was possible that the animal would plake a dash at Dick
b~fore he cou1d get a shot, the same as it had at Bob.
point was struck by the ball.
However, the -only thing to do was to try.
Whirling, Dick and Bob ran swiftly and took positions
Dick, panting as a result of his exertions in keeping out
trees.
behind
The bear took after Dick, and began chasing him around of Bruin's way, picked up Bob's musket and hastened over
toward the tree around which Bob and the bear were racthe tree.
ing.
Bob.
"Don't let him catch you, Dick!" cried
"I'll get him, Bob," he called out.
"I won't if I can help it, Bob," was the reply.
"I hope so; if you don't, he'll get me!"
cried
"Keep out of the way a little while longer, Dick!"
Patsy had :finished. loading his musket now, and he came
the
Bob. "I'm loading my musket, and then I'll blow
and stiationed himself near Dick.
forward
whole top of the brute's head off."
at a point just back of the brute's foreleg. Patsy,"
"Aim
cried
"Yis, an' Oi'm doin' dhe same, Dhick, me bye,"
Dick.
said
Patsy, who had climbed hastily down out of the tree, and

points aimed at. Shot through the brain and the heart at
the same time, Bruin was killed instantly, and with a
h(}arse growl of pain, the big brute toppled and fell from
the limb. As ill luck would have it, however, he struck on
Carl as he went, and the snag that was holding the youth
up was broken short off, letting the Dutch boy fall.
Down came bear and boy, and as he came Carl gave
utterance to .a wild howl of fright.
Dick, Bob, and Patsy were horrorstricken, for they
expected that the bear would fall on Carl and crush him
to death. Fortunately; however, this did not occur. Carl
struck the ground and rolled out of the way, and the bear
struck with a great thud, and 1.ay still, for there was no life
in the carcass when it left the limb.
"Ow-wow- -oh, I am deal!" howled Carl. "Dot pear
vill ead me oop so schlicg as ein vistle, und dot is so!"
Then Carl scrambled to his feet with more agility than
would have been expected from one so fat and clumsy-looking .as he was.
Without a glance in the direction of the dead bear Carl
made a dash away from the spot. Hatless he raced, his
fat legs working like piston-rods. He covered the ground
at a rapid rate.
"Hold on, the bear is dead!" yelled Dick.
"Yes, come back," called out Bob. "What's the matter
with you, Carl? The danger is over."
But it wasn't, for suddenly Patsy gave utterance to a
wild Irish whoop and bawled out:
"Look out, Dhick an' Bhob! Dhe ither bear is comin'
fur yez!"
The youths had forbotten about the other bear, but now
they whirled quickly, to find the mate of the bear they
had killed coming straight toward them, its mouth open,
its red eyes glaring.
Evidently Bruin meant business.
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j "Jore, but we'll live fat!'' <:ried Ben ~purloc:k. "I likc"All roight, Dhick, me bye.'l
'l'bey advanced till within a dozen feet of the tree, and bear-steak."
then as the bea~· came around in fqll pur~l\it of Bob, they
They cut huge slices and began broiling them for supper.
leveled their mm;kets and fired.
and while this was going on Dick and Hob told the story
The two repprts sounded almost as one.
of Cal·l's and Patsy's adYenture with the bears.
One or both of the bullets had struck hpU1e, e,-idently,
"l'he Liberty Boys listened with interest, and now that
for with a hoarse roar the bear tµmbl~d 01er al,ld b.eg~m the two. youths were not in any da.nger, and had esea.p1.xl
kicking and clawing around at a great rate.
safely from the predicament into which they had gotten, all
"He's done for!" cried Bpb, deiighted, as he stpppcd and could see and enjoy the ludicrou:< part of the affair. and
gaqd at th~ fa~en animal.
1.hey laughed heartily at Bob's des<:ription of Carl's action:-;,
"Yes, we settled him, Bob," said Dick.
and joked the, Du.tch youth quite a lot, all of which lie
i. "Sb.ur~ un' we did thot salllc!'J sai.~l l)at:::y.
took good-naturedly, simply remarking:
"Is he dait?" called out Carl.
·'I pet me your life dot uf any ut you poys YOS pl·en my
"Yes, you can come forward now, Carl," replied Bcb. ulace in, dot you vould nod laugh so muchness, alretty, py
The Dutch Y,O\\th obeyed, !j.Ild he eyed the dead bears sh immanetty !"
with interest and satisfaction.
""rell, never mind, Carl/} grinned Bob. ''The bear
"I tell you vat id is," Jae said solemnly, "der o~y giud nJ came very near eatii;ig you, true, but you are now engaged
. , ",,,~
pear dot I lige is dait pear."
in eating him, so you are more than even with him. You
The youths laughed, and then Dick asked:
got the better of the bargain, after all."
"How did you two fellows C()me to be tteed by the
"Yah, I vould radder ead dose pears dan dot dey should
brutes, anyway?"
ead me, und dot is so."
--'·',/'""'~:,, ..,
"Wull, ye 8 , it wu·z dhis way, Dick," said Patsy. "We
wur lmntin' fur game, ye know, an' wur walkin' along, not
einkin' abhout such a t'ing a~ thot dbere WU l' bear8 a.roun·,
whin suddenly here dhey came, dhe two av Utim! We ups
<' 11.\ PTJ·:n \'J IJ.
.. . .
an' g~es thim dhe contints av our muskets, but it didn't
sthop thim at all, at all, an' S<il dhe only t"ing we could do 'I
'£HE FLEET APPHAH!'l.
wnz to climb tree8, which we dhid moighty quick, Oi'm
1.illin' yez."
About noon of a beautiful day. the lenth ~mce the
had come to this place, the Brili~h fieet came in
youths
"You pet me yonr life clot I vos ged oop dot drec so
~ight.
quicln1ess as nefer voR!" declared Carl.
'l'he sails were plainly to he •ren , and the Liberty Boys
"But how came yon to be hooked up there on that snag,
all excitement at once.
1rere
Carl?" a' ked Hoh.
conrse, while General Wa~hington had figured it out
Of
"Vell, ~·ou see, id YOi'. dis vay: der pear glimbed dcr
fleet conlc1 not be honnd for any oth<>r place tha11
the
hal
I
dree oop, shoost lige vat I had done, und I glimbed ouid
on der limb to geep ouid uf his vay; bud id vos no useness; the Chesapeake, yet there was no absolute certainty that
he gomed i•ighd after me, und dot vos mage me so much this w.as so, and the Liberty Boys had begun to think that
scaredness dot I lose my pakmce und fall ofer, und my goat tile commander-in-chi ef ha<1 hrcn mi~!aken in hi~ reasongatch me der f;nag on uncl dere I vos, hung oop to dry, ing.
py shimmanetty! I IOI? nefer so scaredness in all my life
Now, however, it was proYcd that he harl been rig-ht
prfore, und clot is cler trut'."
;lhout it rrhe fleet was in sight.
"It was enough to scare anyone, Carl,'' said .Dick.
"The c:ommandcr-in-chief wa~ right. eh . Di1:k?'' •aid
"Say. but you did look funny, Carll" laughed Bob. ''l Bob.
''YCf', Bob."
could hardl.r keep from laughing, though I knew you were
in great danger." .,
"I 11'onder where they will make a landing?"
"It is impossible to say."
"I dell you I gould geep vrom laughin', Pob, my poy!
ra <lit nod seem vunn~r to mine~elluf."
"T,ikely they will disembark near here, old fello11' ."
"I suppose not."
"It is probable. They will come as far north as. they
The youths now turned their attention to the dead bears. can. of course."
"Yes."
"There's a lot of good meat there," said Bob.
"Yes, we'll cut out all the better portions and carry
"The first thing to do is to start a mes~enger n<:rthward,
them to the encampment," said Dick.
to carry the news to General Washington."
The~' proceeded to do thiR, ~nd then sel out, each youth
So Dick told the boys to draw lot;:; to see who should
staggering lmcler a heavy load of bear meat.
go to Philadelphia ai-: a me•;:rng0r. nn<l I hi~ fr11 to the lot
Whrn thr~- arrived at. the camp, and the youths learned of Ben Spnrlock.
what it 1rn :< that their comrades had brought, all gave ut".All right," he said. "I'll lw off whcnenr yon ~a:v the
1n)J'(l. Di<·k."
terance io r'c-lamatiom of delight.
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"Very well, Ben. I judge it will be as well to wait and
see where the British make a landing."
On came the British warships, and it was seen, presently, that they were heading straight toward the point where
the youths had their encampment.
''They are coming to this point, Dick," said Bob.
"Yes; I guess. we had better break camp and ret_i_ni a
mile or so."
'''I' hat will be best, I suppose."
Dick gave the order, and the youths broke camp, and
then l.hey retired to a hill about a mile and a quarter from
the shore. Dick and Bob returned to their old encampment to watch the British, as they left their horses in the
new camp, they would haw no difficulty in keeping ont of
sight of the redcoats.
craking up their position, they watched the approaching
sh ip5 with interest.
Uloser and closer they came.
At last the anchors were. dropped, and boats were lowered into the water. The ships were about half a mile fro!I).
the shore, that bein& as near as they dared .-enture, owing
to the fact that the water -was not >ery deep closer in.
The boats began :filling with soldiers, at once, and then
the oarsmen pulled for the shore.
Arriving there, the soldiers di~embarked.
Dick and Bob, feeling that it would be dangerous to remain where they were, withdrew deeper into the woods.
and stationed themselves behind trees.
They could see the redcoats. bnt were not rlo~e enowd1 to
hear anything that was said by them.
It took the British all the afternoon to disembark. and
th011 they went into camp for the night at the point where
thl' Liberty Boys had been encamped.
Dick and Bob no"- set out for their own encampment.
"They'll know that quite a force has been encamped
hick there, won't they, Dick?., remarked Bob. as. they
1ralked along.
''Yes, they will know that."
'·Then isn't there 'danger that they will send out scouts
to Lee if they can find the force?"
"It is possible that they may do so. Still, I don't think
they will do it to-night."
"Possibly not; though it is safer to do that kind of "\\'{ll'k
11t night than in the daytime.'"
"So it is."
"We had better be on our guard."
"Yes; I'll throw out a double line of sentinels, with
• twice as many men in each line as is usually the case, and
in that way we will be able to head off any scouts or spies
, that may come along."
"That will be all right."
They soon arrived at the encampment and found the
boys engaged in cooking supper.
The youths were eager to know what the British had
done. and Dick and Bob told them.
"They will begin their march northward in the morning:." snir1 ~fork Morrison.
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"Undoubtedly," agreed Dick.
"When shall I. start for Philadelphia, Dick?'' asked Ben
Spurlock.
"You had better wait till morning. There is no hurry.
You will be able to make the. trip on horseback so much
quicker than the redcoats can march the distance that it
will give the commander-in-chief plenty of time to lay his
plans."
''All right; that suits me."
Dick had stationed four sentineL as soon as he reached
the encampment, but when darkness settled o.-er all, he
stationed twelve, six in one line, about one hundred and
fifty yards from the encampment, and six in another line,
•lhout three hundred yards away.
"Xow, I don't think that any spies from the enemy's
camp will be able to slip up on us,'' he said.
There was no disturbance of any kind that night. No
B.i·itislt spies or scouts came. near, and all was quiet till
morning.
Immediately after breakfast Ben Spurlock mounted his
horse and set out. He !_\'US bound for Philadelphia, to cany
the news of the landing of the British to General Washington.
He arrircd there safely, in due time, and went straight
to head'luarter::: and deliYered Dick's message to the commander-in-chief.
General Washington at once called a council of war.
"Ire were right,'' he told the officers as soon as they put
in an appearance. mrhe British have arriYed at the head
of the Chesapeake, and hm·e disembarked near the mouth
.
of' the RiYer Elk"
The officers did not c-.:press much ~nrprise . They had
long $ince made up their minds that General Washington's
idea mts the correct one. and that the Britif'h fleet would
pnt in an appearance just where it had.
"The question now is, what will we do?" said the com111ander-in-c·hid. ·nfter they had talked a while.
"I think the tiring to do is to adrnnte ~outhward and
m0et the encm:v,'' said General Greene.
Several of the officers expressed a like view.
0leneral Washington listened with attention, and asked
ciucstions that were calculated to bring out the ideas of his
officer~.

'l'he result. howeYer, was that it was decided to break
enmp in Philadelphia nncl march southward to meet the
British.
"Tt is nece>sar:v that we shall p;iYe battle to the British,''
said the ·c·ommnncler-in-ehief. "nnd $0. instead of waiting
here for them to come ancl attack us we will go to meet
them. R:v so cloing I think we may rneceed in taking them
at a disadrnntage. At an~- rate, we will have the choosing of a battle-ground. and that will he worth corn:iderable."
"80 it will." ap·eed General Green.
"It mean~ a good deal." said General Wa~·ne.
"Yes. indeed." :from General Washington. Then he
turned to Hen Spurlock, ancl went on· "Y nu nu1y return
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to Captain Slater, anu tell him that he is to retire slowly
before the British, and retard their progress all he possibly can without incurring too great danger, and that we
will advance south,,ard and be ready to offer battle when
the enemy meets us .. ,
"Very well, your excellency," said Ben. Then he saluted and withdrew.
Two hours later he was on his way back to rejoin the Liberty Bo}s.

CHAP'l'.ER IX.
A CLEVER RrsE.

On the 8th of September the Patriot army was encamped
on the Brandywine River, at and near Chadd's Ford, nearly twenty-five miles west of Philadelphia.
Four miles distant, i.o 1he \H~ ~hrnrd, 1he Briti~h army
was encamped.
On the evening of this day Dick Slater and his Liberty
Boys rode into the patriot eneampmrnt, bringing twcntyfive prisoners with them.
Dick went at once to the tent occupied by the comman·
der-in-chief. The general was in and Dick was aumittcd.
The general shook hands with him, and eagerly inqnin'<1
what the latest news was.
Dick told him that the British army was in camp four
miles distant.
"Well, that means that there will be a battle soon," the
commander-in-chief said.
'
"Yes, your excellency."
''Have you been able to learn any of the plan;; of the
BritiP.h, Dick?" the commander-in-chief asked, somewhat
eagerly.
"No, your excellency; but we have been paying more attention to the work of harassing the British advance
guards and pickets than to securing information."
··You have been succeosful in thai work, my boy'.'"
"Pretty successful; ye~, sir. We hrought in twenty-fin'
pri,;oners just now."
"That is good. I am glad that you have done such good
work, Dick; but now I want yon to go back .and do some
spy-work for me. I am exceedingly anxious to secure advance information regarding the intentions of the enemy.'~
"I will do my best to secure the information, sir."
"Very good; an cl let me know the minute yon have
learned anything of moment."
"I will, your excellency."
Then Dick took his departure.
He went back to the point where the Liberty Boys had
taken up their quarters, and told them that he wa, going
out on sconting duty, and that while hr was away Bob
would be in command.
Then he ~e~ out down the Brandywine on foot.
'l'irnbrr grrw iilong; the river. of 1·011r~e, and ;:;o the
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youth's movcmeuLs were ~hicldcd from the view of any possible scouts on the west side of the stream.
A mile below the encampment he waded across the
stream, it being very shallow here, and then he set out. in
the direction of the British encampment.
Before leaving the patriot encampment he had doffed
his uniform, of course, and had donned an ordinary suit
of citizen's clothing.
Anyone meeting him would have supposed that he wa
/
someone who had his home in the vicinity.
He walked onward a distance of three miles, and came
to a tavern, which stood beside the main road.
lt 11·as now dark, the sun having been almost down when
Di ck left the patriot encampment.
"This is a tHern,'' thought Dick, ''and a' it cannot be
morc than a mile to t.he British encampment there is every
<'hance that some British soldiers a1·e in the house, drinking
and carousing."
He made his way to a window and looked in.
He was gazing into the main room, a combined office and
bar-room.
..\ s he had expected, there were at least a dozen rclkoat,;
in the room, and two of them were officers, one a captain,
the other a lieutenant.
Thry were drinking and having a good time, and evidently thought that they were in no danger, as it was only
a mile to their encampment. while it was at least three
mile~ to the encampment of the patriots.
Dick thought it likely that if he could only get into thC'
J'nom with the redcoat,;; and establish l1imself on a good
footing with 'the soklier<', he might secnre some information of value; but the difficulty was in doing this.
He might enter the room and mingle with them for a
while, without running much risk, but they would not b<"
likrly to say anything before him; but if he could get establi~hcd on a friendly fooling, so that he could a~k questions
1ritho11t incurring "nRpicion, then he would doubtlefl!l be
alJJc to seeure some information.
But how was he to do this?
He pondered quite a while, and theii i;;uddcnly he nrnrmured:
"I have it.! I think it'll work."
He took off hiR hat and threw it down beside the bou~('.
and then he walked away a distance of perhaps one lrnndred yards. This done, he i>tarted on the nm for the tavern, and when he was within twenty-five yards of the front
door he began yelling for help in a loud voice.
As he had calcu]atccl, the door came open ju;;t as he lenp- •
eel upon the porch, and he bounded through the doorway.
a ]most upsetting a couple of the redcoats, and yelled out .
"8ave me,, oh, save me! Don't let. the rebels get me!" '
"What's the matter? Where are the relJels?" cried the
captain, ~rasping his sword and gazing out into the darknrgR, through the doorway.
''They were cha, ing me!" cried Dick, dropping upon a
chair, and panting at a great rate, while he gazed 011t
through the. doorway in pretended affright.
0
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"How many rebels \H~rc after you'.-''' the lieutenant asked.
"There were half a dozen of them,'' panting!)-. ·•You
had better shut the door, for they are likely to fire in at
you!"
''Come on, men, and let's go out and run the rebels
down!" the captain cried.
He dashed out o~ doors, followed by the lieutenant aucl
the common soldiers, but Dick remained behind. He felt
that it was more in accordance with his character to pretend that he was afraid to venture out.
'l'he redcoats were gone perhaps fifteen minute~, and
then they returned, looking unsatisfied.
"Did you find them?" asked Dick.
The captain shook his head.
'• No, nor any signs of them," he replica. "'l'hcy took
to their heels when they saw us coming, I suppose."
"Likely, sir."
"Where did you meet them, aml how 1.:ame they to l1c
chasing you?"
"\Vhy, sir, I was coming along the road, about half a
mile from here, and they halted me and asked me where the
British encampment was, and when I told them that] <lidn't know they said I was lying, and one of them exclaime<l:
·Let's tie him up to a tree and strap him with our belt~ till
he i;i willing to tell us all he knows about the redcoats'!''
·
" ..\ha! and what di cl you do?"
· tlrn t I t oo k· t o mY. lwe ]~- .,
"] was so scarecl , sn,
"That was a dangerou thing to do."
"Well, I acted on the impulse of the moment. ] didn't
want to get 'strapped,' and , o I ran .for it.''
"Jt's a wonder that they didn't shont :mu full of hob.''
"They seemed to want to catch me, £or they )'elled to me
to halt, and then they came in pursuit."
"\Vhere do you live?"
''About two miles southeast. from here."
"Do you know anything about the location of the rebel
·
army?"
'·)fo, sir, except that tlwy are e11carn111 •d alnng the
Brandywine."
''Well. we know that already."
"So J ,.:uppo.,e(l."
"Yes."
''And now that T am here, sir, I wi ' h to a,..k a fa~·nr."
"What is the favor?"
"I want to see a battle, sir, and I would likf' to kn111r
when you are going to fight the rebels, so that I can .be on
hand."
The captain happened to lJe 1111 rxC<'ptionally shrewd
man. He became suspicious at onc·e. Hr lookPrl l\rrnly
and Rcarchingly at Dick, and then ~aid:
"Oho, J FmelJ a monFe!"
Dick wa~ dismayed, for he ~aw the officcr waR smpieirm•.
but he di<l not let on, and prcten<lt'd to hr Rurpri~cd . fnr
]1C said, innor:cntly:
"What do you mean, sir?''
"8imph· this: tl111t J will wager a month';; pay that yon
are a rchel ~py!"

CH.AP'l'ER X.
THE SPA:N"lSli METHOD OP TORTURE.

Di<:k opened his eyes wry wide; his simulation of su1·pri~e was really artistic.
··A rebel spy!" he exclaimcu.
"Yes."
The other redcoats were staring at their leader and at
Dick in wide-eyed amazement, and listening to the conversation with deepest interest.
Dick shook his head.
"Oh, no, sir," he sai·d. "I assure you tlrnt yon are mistaken."
''l don't think so. Why, if you are not a spy, did you
.ask me when we are going to fight the rebels?"
"Because, as I just said, I want to be there to see the
battle. I may never get another such chance."
The captain shook his head, and a hard look came ovEr
hi:> face.
"You can't fool me," he declared, sternly. "You are a
rebel ,;py, and I am going to make you acknowledge th:>
truth before I get through with you."
"Yes, yes!"
"That's the thing to <lo!"
l11'm o\nn
"1Iake
" tip'."
"That's right!"
Such were a few of the exclamations from the redcoats,
and they all glared threateningly at Dick.
The Liberty ~oy realized that he was in daugcr. 'I'he>e
men had all been drinking more than was good for them,
and were capable of almost anything.
".Just to think that iil' ,;ent ns OLlt on a wild-goo,<.> t·ha,.-c,
<ln<l ,;at here, laughing in hi;; •l•'l'Ye at us!" growled one big,
fierce-looking fellow.
"I'm not to blame if it was a wild-goo e chase," ;;aid
Dick. "I couldn't help it if you didn't find the rebels wh o
chai'('(l me."
''Bah!" sneered the captain. "You were not chased by
any rebels."
"I assure you that J was," said Dick, who had made 11p
his mind to put a bold face on the affair, and stick to hiH
.
story.
"You can't deceive us, and I am going to make you own
up that you are a spy. ~fore, I am going to make you _giw
us information regarding the rebel army!"
"I can't do that," said Dick.
"You. can, and you will!"
1'hen the c11ptain ordered his men to ;:eizc Dirk.
rrhe youth had been calculating his cha11ces of escnping,
and saw at once that it would be impossible to do EO. The
~oldiers were between him and the door, ancl there were so
many of thrm that it would be folly to offer resistanc('.
So, when three or four leaped forward and srizrd him, he
made no resiEtance.
"Yon are making a mistake," hf' said.
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"I don't think so," from the captain. "Bind his arms,
"Give it to him with the ramrod!" from a third.
men."
"The Spanish method will make him talk!" dedared a
One drew a large handkerchief from his pocket,, and fourth.
with thi he bound Dick's wrists together behind his back.
The captain nodded, a Yicious look on his face.
"Now search him," ordered the captain.
"Bring a rope, landlord," he ordered.
This was done, and when they found four pistols stickThe landlord brought a rope promptly, and the soldier~
ing in Dick's belt, they uttered exclamations of amazement bound Dick in the chair.
and satisfaction.
Then another chair was placed just behind the one Dick
"I guess this settles it, captain," said one. · "No common was seated upon, and a soldier, ramrod in hand, mounted
country clodhopper would be wearing four pistols in his the chair.
belt."
'I'he soldiers surrounded D:lck, and the captain took up
''-Of couro-e not,'' agreed the officer. "Oh, he's a spy, all his position directly in front of the youth.
right!"
"Will you confess that you .are a rebel spy, and tell us
Dick thought it useless to make any more denials; they all you know about the rebel army?" the officer queried.
would not belie.e him.
Dick had been doing some swift thinking. He· realized
Dick was ordered to take a seat, and he did so. Then t1rnt he was in a terrible predicament, for he .knew that the
the eaptain confronted him, and glared threateningly down redcoats were just in a mood to put the affair through to a
upon him.
finish. 'l'he idea of dying such a terrible death was one to
"Wrll you confess and tell me what I want to know?" he inspire a feeling of horror in the youth's mind, but he was
queried.
brave. and was determined to hold out to the last. So now,
"I have nothing to confess, and can tell you nothing that in answer to the captain's question, he shook his head and
you wish to know,'' replied Dick, firmly.
·
said that he had nothing to confess. and no information to
A grim. angry look appeared on the officer's face.
give.
"All right," he growled. "One who can talk and who
"c+i>e him a taste of the ramrod!'' cried the captain, anwon 't talk, must be made talk!"
grily.
"That'::: the way to state the case, captain!" cried one of
The soldi er poi,-cd the iron ramrod ::ibm·e Dick's head,
the redcoat,,.
the encl hciug within perhap~ ten in ches of the skull, and
"Ye. ye~!'" from several.
then he loo,,ened his hold nnd the rod dropped, striking the
"The question is," the captain went on, "how shall we go- youth's head· with a dull thud.
to work to make him talk?''
The impact gave Diek considerable pain, but he knew
"Tie him up and ·whip him.''
that a few times would not injure him. After awhile, how" Put a rope around his neck and choke him till he i:; erer. tl1e continuous striking of the rnd of the rod would
;rillir<g to tell what he knows!"
bring tortur~ the most intense. It was horrible to think
'rhe captain shook his head and looked thoughtful.
of, but he set his teeth and made up his mind tha t theBe
"I would like some better method than either of those," half-drunken demons should not force a confession from
he •aid.
him. or secure any information regarding the patriot army.
"Say. captain, let's try the Spanish method of forcing a
'l'he redcoats grinned Yiciously. when they saw that Dick
pri•oner to confess," suggested one'of the soldiers. He was flinched slightl>· under the impact of the ramrod.
<l dark-faced. evil-looking fellow.
"Doesn't feel good. hey?"
"What method is that?"
"How do you like it?"
"I'll tell you how it works: You tie the prisoner in a
"The Spanish system will work all right!"
chair. in a sitting position, and then a man gets up on an"A few thumps like that and he'll tell nll lt r knoll':::. rll
other chair. right behind him. with an iron ramrod in his 1Yager!"
lrn mh. He holds the ramrod about €ight or ten inches
Such were a few of the remarks.
a I.Jove the prisoner's head and then lets it drop. Once,
'rhe captain glared at Dick, and said:
twice. or half a dozen times won't be likely to bring the
"Yon had better open up, young fellow. and tell m all
prisoner" to the point where he is willing to confess. but you know!''
when he has felt the weight of the ramrod fifteen to twent>'
Dick shook his head; his teeth were set tig'htly. anci there
time8 he will be ready to tell all he knows. I reckon!'' was a grim, determined expression on his fac-e.
This suggestion just suited the redcoat~. They had been
In all his experience with the redcoats he had never been
clrinkinz jnst enough to make them feel savage, and. too, placed in such a position as this one; but he was determined
the chase after rebels, when, as they were sure now, there that he would not ~ield.
had been none in the vicinity, added to their feeling .against . "T can clie." he thou1Tht. "But they shall not force me
nick. and any torture that could be thought of was not, to to yield up information1"
.
1
il1eir minds. too severe.
"Give him another taste of the ramrod!" cried the cap"Thaf, the very thing!" cried one.
tain.
t'Yt:'.c. :rn;: ~" from another.
I .Again the soldier Ejancliug on the C'hnir lifted the ramrod
1·
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took hi:> hand:> away from his stomach and ~lowly ro. to
bis feet.
.. . \re you all right no1,·, <:aptain ?" asked one uf the sol,
die rs.
'' Y es-l'm all right," replied the ofti<;L'r; am1 then ho
fixed his eyes on Dick with a fiendish glare and hissed out;
"You have sealed your doom, you young scoundrel! You
shall die!"
"I didn't expect anything else at your handti," wa:; Dick ' ~
C'jllm reply.
"Well, you won't be disappointed! You shall pay fo:r
that trick you played me with ypur lije ! Jennings·, go 011
wit.h the work. Give him some more of the ramrod! Thar
1rill won take the steel out of him!"
Ile was ca~·eful not to get within r~acb. of Dick· feet,
uowcYcr, which was lucky for him, for the youth would
,,
certainly have upset hjm agj:lin.
The soldier lifted the ramrod aud poised it tibo~-io Dick·~
Again the soldier poised the rod, but be.fore he could let head, but before he could let it drop there came an inter~
it drop Dick suddenly lifted his legs and 1..icked the captain ruption. Into the room rushed 11- girl of perhj:lpS sixteeI1
full in the stomach with both feet, and with all his force. year;;, and she cried out, excitedly ;
'' .\. lot of rebels are corning, sips! They arc only a little
11psettipg the officer and sending him gasping to the flool'!
And at the same moment the youth threw himself, chair way down the road, fJ.nd thc-y'Jl be here in a few moment~!"
.. How many are there :m cl'ied the captain, anxiou~h .
an<l all, o\·er sideways, upon the floor, thus escapin~· tlw
•·There are at least fifty of the1i1 ! Yon had betit•r t1~~
ramrod, which the soldier wa in the act of <lroppinl!··
for your lives!"
Now, fifty to their dozen was altogether too grea~ ocl(I,.
for them to think of contendipg against, and tb.ey turned
and dashed out through the open doorway and rap with <lll
CHAPTER XL
their might; and no sooner had they done SQ than the girl
ha,;tened to Dick's side and cut the rope l.)inding hini
A BRAVE GIRLS RUSE.
to the clrnir, and ·also the hanclkcrc1lief tlwt houn d hi,.
11Tists together.
In:::tantly all was confusion .
"Quick!" she said in a low, excited voieL'. ... You lwrl
and
exch1111at.ions,
angry
to
The soldiers ga ,.e utterance
ffee for your life! 'l'he redcoat~ may di>'c·orer th at l
bPtter
otlwr,;
n.
rnptai
their
to
while some gave their attention
them and return at an:v morncnt!J'
foole<l
haH•
the
at
position,
upright
an
~eized Dick j:l:Qu restored him to
are no patriot soldierA <:01.nii}g:~:: e :x d aim~
there
"Then
cre11
and
~amc time bestowing upon him sundr:-; <·ll ff~
f:nrpri~e.
in
lh:k,
eel
kitki<, to rrliere their freling of <tnger townnl him for
''Xo. 1 jn~t told them that to frighten them away."
his aption.
'·You are a brave and noble-hearted girl, and :mu ha1t•
"We'll kill you for that!" hisse<l one, Yicjou>:ly.
my life!"
saYed
"i{o doubt," said Dick, "but you wmild ha1·e done it,
glad of that! I am a patriot girl, and was deter·am
"I
anyway ancl it is so111c RalisfHdion to me to kno11· !hat I.
you should not be injured, if J could help it. · i
that
mined
kieked the wind ont of Your captain."
your name? ] wish to know to whom I am inis
"\\hat
The office;· wa~ still. gaspinrr and gurgling, his han<ls
mi~~."
deh!C'(l,
1wc-ssed against hi~ ~tomach . where Dick's fret had strnck
"). fy nanfe i;: ~faggie Walsh; that is my father. th ere,"
him. He was pale. and was eYideutly a Yer~· sick rnim.
He was lifted and seated upon a chair; arnl a couple of nodding toward the man behind the bar. "Bnt you 1111(1
'the soldierR steadied him there, to hep him from toppling helter go at once, sir. You are in danger so lon.g ao Yon
~tny here, for they may return at any moment!"
bnck onto the floor.
'!'hen she Jecl the '"a.Y to a door at the rear of the room,
'\Vhisky!" wast.he first word ltc uttered. "CliYe-meand Di°ek followed. ~a.'ing io the ta,·ern-keeper as he did
i;ome-w hisky !"
One of the soldi ers hronght him a glass of whisky. an cl so:
"You haw a brave daughter. :'.\fr. WalRh. I owe hrr my
some water, and he swallowed the fiery stuff at a ,gulp, hn!
life. without a doubt."
refused the water.
"That's all right, young man," was the reph·.
").fore-whisk~1 !" he half groaned .
.\ second gla~,:: of whif;k~· waf' lJronght. arnl lw gnl1w<l nfrai<l ).fag-gif' ha;:; gotten u;: into iron hle."
"I hope not. ~ir.'
thii' <lmn1, and t.hcn, after a ff'1r momc-nl~ 1111tl pn~;:ed, lw

and held it poitic<l a le\\' moment:;, ;.1fter whie:h he let it drop;
and again it struck Dick's head with a dnll thud.
'l'he pain was greater, this time, and Dick realized that it
would not be long before the pain \rnnld be excruciating.
J1is courage 'ms grea~, l101YeYer: he 1rn~ firm in his P};\r]JOtie of holding out.
'"How do you like it?'' tiueried the e:aptain, viciously.
"Let me tell you how mneh 1 like it," said Dick, in a
eold, hard voice. "I like it ,o well that I promi::>e you, you
fiend, that if it should happen that I escape death at your
hands I will be on the watch for a ch,anee at yon, and if
ewr 1 get one~ will shoot you like a dog!"
"Oh, you will, eh?" harshly.
"Yes, 1 will! You j:lre not a man, hut a demon, or ~·ou
would not make use of rnch Jlleans as this th11t you arc
employing, a;ncl you (!.csen~e to die the death of a dog!"
''Blast you, you 1;1re too impudent altogether!" cried the
oltlcer. "Giyp hilll anotl1er ta:;ic of the rann·qd.''
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"Well, it can't be helped, if I have," said the girl. "l
could not see them injure you, and perhaps ~11 you, and
not turn a hand over to help you. Come, sir!"
Dick followed the girl through the doorway, and along a
hall, to the rear of the house, and then out into the open
air.
As they stepped out they heard excited voices, and the
words could be distinguished.
"I don't believe that there are any rebels near here,"
they heard in the angry voice of the captain. "That girl
is a rebel, no doubt, and toid us that story just to frighten
us away; and I'll wager that the young rebel is missing."
"Jove, Miss Maggie, I am afraid that you will be in
danger, if you go back in there!" Silid Dick, in a fow voice.
"I'm not going back, sir. At any t&te, not until after
they have gone."
"That's right. But won't they ask for you? And won't
they blame your father for your act, and do him injury?"
"They don't know that I am his daughter, sir. They
had not seen me before."
"Ah, that is good!"
"Don't worry about us, sir. We are safe, I am sure. It
is you who are in danger, and you had better go away at

..

The roar of a volley from a dozen pistols went up on the
night air, and bullets rattled all around the fugitive.

CHAPTE R XII.
THE REDCOATS .A.RE SUSPICIOUS .

,11'~~

The redcoats expected to see the rebel youth fall, -but
they were disappointed. He did not fall, but continued to
run, and quickly disappeared from their s,ight.
"Keep after him!" cried the captain, angry and disappointed. "He must not be permitted to escape!"
The redcoats kept up the pursuit, and were soon in the
timber. They had lost sight of the fugitive, however, and
when they had gone a couple of hundred yards they realized that it would be folly to try to follow the youth farther.
"We may as well stop," said the officer. "The scoundrel
'
has escaped us."
made
and
turned
then
'l'he soldiers came to a stop, and
their way back to the tavern.
They entered the bar-room, and the captain addressee!
once."
the tavern-keeper angrily:
"I will do so, but again I thank you, Miss Maggie, for
"\Yho was the girl?"
saving my life!"
Now, Maggie had improved the opportunity given her,
"Don't say a word, Mr.--"
and had hastened into the bar-room and posted her father .
"My name is Dick Slater."
"You will tell them that you don't know who I am,''
"Don't thank me, Mr. Slater. I am a patriot, and I conshe said. "I will keep out of their sight, and in that way
sider that I only did my duty in rescuing you."
you will not get into any trouble."
"You did a brave and noble thing, Miss Maggie, and I
. "All right, Maggie," was the reply. "I guess that is the
shall never forget it!"
only safe plan for us."
"You had better go, sir! Good-by," urged the girl.
"I think so, father. There is no telling what they might
"Good-by, Miss Maggie."
do if they learned that I am your daughter.'"
Then Dick ran around to the end of the building, and
"That's so; but you be careful to keep out of the way,
secured his hat, after which he started on the run toward Maggie."
the timber back of the house .
"I will," and then she hastened upstairs.
As he' did so the rear door of the tavern opened and the
So now Mr. Walsh replied that he did not know who the
redcoats came pouring out. The moon was now up, so girl was. He was an honest man, and hated to tell what was
Dick could see the British soldiers distinctly.
not true, but he felt that all was fair in war times, so he
yell.
a
up
set
and
also,
him,
saw
They
did not hesitate. He must protect himself and his prop"There he goes!"
erty.
"Yes, that's him!"
The captain glared at the tavern-keeper, a suspicious
men!"
"Catch him,
look on his face.
"Kill the rebell"
"You are sure yon don't know who the girl is?" hr
Dick
after
then
and
ns,
exclamatio
the
of
few
a
were
Such
queried ..
the redcoats came at the top of their speed.
"Quite sure, sir."
"Stop and surrender!" cried the captain. "Stop, or you
"She must live around here, somewhere, and I should
are a dead man!"
think you would know her."
Mr. Walsh shook his head.
But Dick paid no attention to the command, of course.
"I don't know much about my neighbors," he said . "l
He had a good chance to make his escape, and was deterstay here at home and attend to business. and don't bother
mined to make the most of it.
my neighbors and the~' don't bother me."
"Stop!" again yelled the captain.
"Why did you let her free the rebel?"
the
reached
he
as
just
then,
and
Dick kept on running.
"I could not prevent her from doing so, sir. She had his
out:
yelled
officer
edge or the timber, the British
, bonds cut before I knew what she was doing."
"fire. men! He must not escape!"
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The moon gave a good deal of light now, and they
n.
make out that the man was the Britis h captai
of the
Pistol in hand, the officer made a complete circui t
anyg
findin
not
house, evidently looking for someone, but
one he went back in and closed the door.
The girl breathed more freely.
she
"I was afraid he would come out here and find us,''
said.
"It is lucky for him that he didn' t," said Dick, grimly.
for then
"Tru th to tell, I hoped he would come out here,
dier.
baek to
I would have made him a prisoner and carried him
"And make him own up to the truth , eh?"
the patrio t encampment in trium ph."
"Yes !"
nter
said.
"You migh t have gotten the worst of it in an encou
"You will be wronging me, sirs," Mr. Walsh
has.
he
and
ns,
weapo
se,
no
expen
with him, Mr. Slater, for you have
"Com e, be reasonable, and have a drink at my
hi~
to
men
his
oned
And then, too, he could have summ
and drop the subje ct."
"
them.
of
all
t
the aid, and you could not have fough
"Set out the liquo r," said the captain. "We' ll take
here.
ards."
afterw
r
"Perh aps it is as well that he didn' t come out
matte
this
drink, and then we'll talk about
perut
witho
him
ered
g that Still, I believe I could have conqu
l\Ir. Walsh hastened to set the bottles out, hopin
not recur mittin g him to give an alarm ."
as soon as they got to drink ing again they would
she
They talked a while longer, and then Maggie said.
to the subje ct at issue.
.
house
the
two
would go back into
The capta in and his men took not one drink, but
w~Jl
"I don't think there will be any dange r that they
said:
officer
the
or three, and then
said.
she
,"
's
again
"Let' s search the house, men. I'll wager a month search the house
you are right about that, Miss Maggie,"
that
judge
"I
"
here!
girl
the
pay that we find
will agreed Dick.
"I beg of you not to do so,'' said Mr. Walsh . "You
way h
."
pains
your
for
Then he bade her good-night, and she made het·
le
simply have your troub
door.
the house and entered by way of the rear
"We will see about that!"
Dick·s
to
cellar
f.rom
"Now , the question is, what shall I do?" was
ng
Then the redcoats searched the buildi
ing at thoug ht.
attic, but did not find l\Iaggie, who had been listen
way of
had
what
He had not as yet learned anyth ing at all in the
the door leading into the bar-room, had heard
pencam
t
patrio
the
to
after
till
return
to
wait
news, and he did not want
been said, and had gone out of doors to
.
failed
had
he
that
ington
Wash
ment and repor t to General
the search had been made.
to
back
start
ats
reredco
had
the
till
who
"No, I'll hang around here
As she stepped out, she encountered Dick.
given up their encampment," he thoug ht, "and then I will follow
had
ats
redco
the
that
found
he
as
soon
as
d
turne
ation ."
them and perha ps I may stumble upon some inform
the pursu it.
by the
on
positi
a
up
took
and
He advanced to the house
' "You here, J\fr. Slate r!" exclaimed the girl.
ats.
redco
the
upon
in
le, and window, so that he could look
"Yes ; I was afraid that you migh t get into troub
and
leavand
off
He glanced in, and ran his eyes over the redcoats,
going
of
point
the
I could not bring myself to
loud:
half-a
for me." suddenly he started and murm ured
ing you to fight it out alone, after what you did
ng."
Mr. Slanow,
ed
"The y are not all in there! Three of them are missi
-heart
noble
"Som eone else is brave and
alvoice,
phant
trium
a
The red"No, they're not missi ng,'' said
ter! But I don't think I will have any trouble.
from
seized
lf
himse
felt
they will most in Dick's ear, and then he
coats are searching the house for me now, but
r's state- behind in strong hands.
fathe
e
believ
will
not find me, and I guess they
to find
fail
they
when
am,
I
ment that he doesn't know who
me."
were
"I hope they will, for I should hate it greatly if you
CHA PTER XIII.
to get into troub le on my accou nt."
y
twent
They stood there, conversing in low tones perhaps
SCOUT ING AND SPYING-.
the
along
g
achin
appro
eps
footst
heard
then
minutes, and
the rear
hall withi n the house. Someone was coming to
Insta ntly Dick began strug gling fiercely.
door. undoubtedl;-.
and
He did not want to be taken back into that room
ie.
the
to
"We had bette r get away from here! " whispered Magg
tight
to
up his mind
away. tortur ed again, and so he rnade
"Yes ," agreed Dick, and then they hastened
, and death fo-;:t.
They paused just around the corner of the stable
he was
Dick was a phenomenally strong youth, and, too.
l ancl a
looked back, jm1t as the door of the tavern openec
gave
he
and
.
active
y
erfull
quick as lightn ing, and wond
man emerged.

"Hum ph!"
ed; and
It was plain that the captain was not satisfi
neith er were the men.
"I believe he is lying, captain," growled one.
was
"I am more than half inclined to think so, myse lf,"
the reply.
,
"I assure you that you are mistaken," said Mr. Walsh
all.
after
who began to fear that he was in for trouble,
er sol"Let' s give him a taste of the ramro d!" cried anoth
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the three redco ats a jjght ~uch as they would
not ha>e
belie\·ed it pos:Siblc" one man l:.o uld have done.
Dick mana ged to free himse U from the grasp of
his enemie::>, ·and then he dealt one a terrib le Wow
ou the j11w,
knock ing him down , senseless.
'fhi:> left but two to conte nd with, and Dic1'.
quick ly
uo\1'n.cd them, one after the other.
Then he dashe d away, just as he heard the
sound of
\·oices and footst eps from aroun 4 il). front o'f_
the tavern .
He knew what tlli ' rn.cant.. rfhc redco ats had
heard the
noise of the strugg~e, aitd were comin g out to inve:;
tigate.
This was indee d the e,a~q, but wheµ. the capta in
and th,e
other redco ats got aroun d to the end of ti1e
build ing, lo
where th,e ir fallen comra des \rere, Dick was nowh
ere to be
seen.

.. J~et'::i looh. <ll'OLmd a bit. We may nm at:ross
him,' ' 3ugge.stcd one of the soldiers.
'fhis :mgge8tion 1rns acted upon, but no sign:::
of ,. the
rebel spy were found .
'l'hen the redco ats went b:ack into llll' ·ta yern
and resumed t.he pleasi ng work of drink ing.
An<l as soon as they re-ent ered the b.a~·-1·oom
Dick, who
had beep conce aled withi n the edge of the timbe
r, made
his way back and took up his pos~tion at the windo
w.
He count ed the redco ats, and found that all were
witlii n
the-ro om, so he felt safe.
Dick held his positi on till i.hc redco ats starte
d for their
camp , and then he follow ed them, tealin g along
behin d
them with the stealt hiµess of an India n.
As the road was throu gh timbe r, he Wf\8 enabl
ed to keep
close to the soldie rs witho ut their suspe cting that
"Here , here! What <lQc.s this ~nean ?" the ('apta
in cnE:d.
they were
j:Jeipg followed.
''Hav e y,ou i4i,ots been fighti ng?"
·
All were pretty much under the influcrn:c nf liquor
One of the redco ats rose to a sittiJ!g postu re-th
, and
e other
they talked loudly and laugh ed boislerou;;Jy.
two wrrc still too dazc<l t.o <lo so-a nd growl
ed out:
"I wond er how long we'll be eneampl'fl \\ IH' re wi:> arc
"~Ci>, we haYen 't been fighti ng. 'l'hat scoun
drelly rebel
at
prese nt," remar ked one of the soldiers.
spy was here, and we tried to take him prison
er, with the
"I don't know ," the capta in replie d. "Why ?"
re~nlt that we got knock ed down for our
pains ."
"I was in hopes that we wo1tltl he therl' some time.
''\\'ha t! Yo11 don't mean to say that the rebel
1:-0
PY "·as that we migh t get some more thanc·c;:
hel'c, a11<1 that he whipp ed the t.hrce of you?"
to Yisit the taYern.
'l'he man keeps pretty good liquor , doe;:n't. he?"
'' 1 do," sullen ly.
"II e certai nly does."
·' l [ow did he do it?"
"I don't think we will be in camp long, '' :::aid anoth
er.
::1-:~sily cnou,gh."
.
. "J\Iy idea is that Gener al Howe will make an
\\ell, I don l undcr 8tand it, unles s he took you
Httack
right
by sur- ~away, perha ps to-mo rrow. ''
Iwise."
"T don't think he will make an altnt"k to-mo rrow."
"It wa;: the othrr ira.r.''
tl1<'
rapia
in said. "lfe wantfl to ~ecure foll kn011'lrcl£'e
"JT 011· wa,; Urnt. ?"
of tlir
c1wmv's po~i ti on first."
:'\re took him ln· ~11rpri;:e."
"Oh, then he haR F('ont,: and ,:pie~ nt work. 1'11?':
"Yon diclr"

'' ·y e ."
" .\nc1 th en l'Hill'd lo 01·l'J]lo1rer him?. ,
"Exa dly."
The rnpla in ~hook hi;; head.
"Wrl l, all T have to say i:::, that yon three are
not much
accou nt."
"Crea t C.1m". e,1plai11. that >·mmg fellow io a
demo p in
a fight! "
"ITe c:ertainly nrn,:t hr. or else >·0u three were
FO drunk
yon 1\·err not able to flo mnch -"
"Oh, we wrre all right, ;:o l<H a;: that is conce
rned. We
have been <lrinking some. t.hr samr a;: the rest
of you, 1Jl1t
we \\'ere not affect ed hY tlw liqno r.''
The other iwo c·arne to their FCllfo;C" and rose to
a sittin g
posln rr, no1r, arnl thr>· eorro horate d their comra
de's state1nenti::.
'T'hr sp>" \l'U!'. "0 ihrY ~aid, the wor~t fellow in a
fight that
thrv hacl <>rrr encmm tcrefl.
"\\rr thong ·ht th<1t "·r hal1 him fo11l,'' ~aicl one.
"hut he
!'Oon tnrne d the tahlr:< 01111:<. anrl <lowned ns and
got away. ''
"Ilf> is C'rrtainh· n hol<l ;:ro1111drel. to vcntn re to
stay
armrn<l hcrr. aftrr th(' iiarm1\· r;:rap r hr lu1d hrfor
r."
"Oh, hr·.;,, hnlrl mw. all right! "

"Ye;:."

"The n likch it 1rill he hro or three• <l<lv,: hefore
thr a;-

tac·k is begun ."
''Tha t iF m.v idea."

Ditk, followi11g do,el y, hr<lnl nll thi• (·<mvcr~at
ion . and
qnit.e a ~ornl deal more that "·ai:: of intrre st.
He <lid not pame until t.hr rrlkon l;: were ehall
en~ed Jn·
their Fenti nrk mid then he rnrnc to a stop.
"I gucF;: that I haye uonr all tlrnt it i" po,,;:ible for
me
to do to-nig ht," he thoup-ht.
Dick pornlcrrcl a fc11· moment,-_ nnd lhen came
to the
eond11;::ion Orn! hr lnHl hctter n'tnrn to thr patrio
t encam pmcn !.
"T 1rill tell flH' <'Ommandl'r- in-thi l'f \\·hat T ]]('ar<l
tho~e
redcoat~ "a·'"'' thoug ht Di<·k. "nrnl
then I will do i::ornc
scout ing al'lrnn<l, aml try to locate some of
thf' Rriti~h
;::cont~ arnl ~Jl ip;::.':
He nuHl<' hi;:: \rav hack in the rlirection from which
he
had come. He pa;::sed along thr road lradin g
pa;::t the taYrrn. aJHl fonnd all q11irt there. 'T'hr lights \H'rf'
out in tl11•
hn r-rnorn.
Dick eontin ued onwa rd. nncl thrPr-q11nrter;:: of
an ho1ir
lat er \1·a;:: elrn::r to the pntrio t encam pmen t.
TTr ha<l lrft !he road, half n mil<' hnc·k. an1l wa~
m aking
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hi~ way along through the timber, and now sudaenly he perior. But in this British spy he had come very near
caught sight of a dark form moving stealthily along in doing w, for the fellow was holding his own remarkably
well.
front of him.
It was indeed a desperate struggle.
"A British spy!'' was his thought.
Both remained on their feet, and it was hard to say which
Dick pt onc:e made up his mind that he would capture
·
bad the adrnntage.
, ihc redcoat.
''Jove, I believe that this fellow is a:; strong as I am!"
''I'll make a prisoner of him and take him into camp
and turn him oYer to the commander-in-chief," he thought, thought Dick.
~ "and it is possible that some information may be gotten out
And he was as active, too, for Dick could not get any
of him."
advantage over him through the exercise of superior agilThe Liberty Boy moved forward more rapidly than be- ity. .
'
fore, but very cautiously.
The youth soon realized this, and decided that it \YOuld
He realized that it would be a difficult matter to get have to become a matter of endurance. Whichever one
close enough to the British spy to leap upon him without had the better staying qualities would likely be the victor,
the other discovering his presence before he was attacked. accidents aside.
Dick was as expert at this sort of work as any red man of
Dick did not wjsh to kill the redcoat, so of course he had
the forest, however, and he drew closer and closer to his 110 desire to use a weapon, and he was careful to prevent the
intended yictim.
other from drawing a weapon.
The redcoat spy paused frequently, ancl remained silent
lt was a battle with Nature's weapons only.
<lllcl motionless for two or th1'ee minutes at a lime. and o1
Had Dick been able to get hold of his opponent's throat
rourse Dick was forced to do the same.
he would have speedily choked him into submission, but
Presently Dick was within a dozen feet of the Brifah he could not do this; the fellow managed to keep him from
spy.
doing so.
"Another yard, and I will leap upon him! .. wa~ Dick · ~
~o it became a question of endurance; and Dick felt that
thought .
he would be able to giYe a good account of himself, for he
Just then the spy paused.
1r11~ in snch perfect condition that he felt that he could
Dick did the same.
.
[ kcl'P, up the struggle for an hour or more, if necessary
th s t oo d tl1ere, as mo t·1on1ess as st a t ues.
,
· .
1•o
mo\·ed backward and forward, this
they
d a t ree, an d consequen tl y h e f elt sa f e. I [ . ~mldcnly, as
·
. k was b el11n
:
.
D 1c
I 1rn1· and that. m theu ~truggle, they heartl, sharp and clear,
t b l l t0
ah 1 Id
t 0 100 k
th
tl
0
~ee I a h~10 ,t al their verv feet~ a ]Jeculiar. metallic whirring
e ' ·ou no e a) e
- aroun
er was
1
•
•
lum.
sound.
"I am getting close to thr rehel eneampnlC'nt, .. Dick
"What was that?" the redcoat askrd. in a slight].'· starhem·d tlw ~PY murmur, "and l will haw to he very care- tled voice.
ful, for I am likely to run up agaimt a sC"ntinel at almo~t
Dick kne11· what it was. He had heard rnC"h a sound
any moment."
rn:m)· times, and recognized it instantly.
··You are right," thoug-ht Dick.
"Tt is the warning of a timber rattle,nake!" he replied.
Again the spy moved forward, but very slowly and cau"Stand 'Perfectly still! Don't mo>e, on yom· life, for the
tiously.
reptile is coiled ready to strike, and at the first mowment
After him moved Dick.
o[ either of us he will do so!''
He gained foot by foot.
· Both glanced down, but although there was a moon they
Presentl:v not more than eight feet separated the two.
could not sec the rnake, for the fol ia7e wa~ so thick owrand then Dick accidentally set his foot on a dry twig.
head as to shut out the ra)·s of 1ig'ht.
which broke with a ;:napping ~ound, whieh sounded loudly
A.gain came the warning rattle.
in the still night nir.
sonncled from a ']10int on the ri7ht-hancl $ide of Dick,
It
Instantly the Driii~h :op_\· whirkcl, givin:r nttrranee to a
left-hand side of hi' opponent.
the
and
low exclamation of ;:urpri;:e and alarm.
~b:mcling perfedJ:· still. rigid as two statues.
were
'l'hev
He caught !'ight of Dirk 0f eonrf:e, bnt before he eoukl
loekecl in pneh otlwr$' em brace. each holding
wPre
rY
'Th
1;1akP n mnw t; esenpe nick hncl leaped up0n him.
nll his strength. hut neith er Wil$ making a
with
other
tlw
T•1~t:mrl.'· n terrihle ;:trng~le wa~ goi117 on.
mow: not so mneh as a mmcle quivered.

:P

('lf.\ P'lTR X'IV.
A' E \"'C'OrXTF.H '"\ITH AX rXFSU.\L EXDIXG.

"Ra:._ are the:· reallY dangerous?'' the redcoat queried.
"'l'hey are cleadh· indeed!" wa$ the reply.
"T.et's let 70 of caC"h other and hoth make a rndden leap
Oll t of tl10 wav of the reptile.

Dick, later was. as we have before mentioned, an excep- 1' "Rneh a co.urse is almo.:t ('('rtajn to re,ult in the death of
tionally strong youth. He was pheno.m enal in this respeet, 01w of n~. A rnttlernah strike~ with the qnkknesi:: of the
anc1 he had newr yet encmmterrd an:·011e wlrn wa!' his sn- li ,!!htnin ,!!-ftnsh ,.
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"That 113~ a narnl\\ t><.:apc for you, my boy!"
"l don't believe any snake can ,,trike quick enough to
"Y cs, it wa,; an even chance that the reptile wollld bile
catch me, if I make a leap."
me."
"But a rattlesnake can," insisted Dick.
"You were hH:ky to escape."
8uddenly the redcoat gave a fierce jerk at Dick, twisting
"So I think, sir..,
him in such a way as would be likely to force the youtl1 to
The commander-in-chief 1~a~ ~ilent a few monwnis, au<l,
down.
thrown
being
from
himself
take a step to save
'l'he British spy had deliberately made the effort, with then said:
"If you could mamige to capture one or two nrifah soithe intention of causing Dick to be bitten by the reptile,
or spies, I might secure some information from them.
diei~s
make
to
which would, of course, give the redcoat a chance
Do you suppose that you could do it?"
his escape.
"I might; I will make the attempt, at any rate."
But the fellow had unwittingly encompassed his own
so."
''Do
legs
own
his
moved
had
he
effort
the
ruin, for in making
A little later Dick saluted and withdrew, going to the
slightly, and the rattlesnake, observing the movement, hatl
struck out quickly, the fangs inflicting a wound in the qllarters occupied by the Liberty Boys.
He lay awake some time, pondering, and then suddenly
calf of the redcoat's leg.
an idea struck him.
A wild cry of horror escaped the redcoafs lips.
.. 'J'he 1er_y thing!"' lte Hrnrnrn1·cd. "lt will work, I am
"I am bitten!" he exclaimed. "Oh, I am a dead man!"
and he instantly let go his hold upon Dick, and began leap- sure-unless the Hrifo.h should make an attack to-morrow,
ing about, kicking this way and that, and stamping fien·~ly, which I do not think likely."
Then he weni to sleep.
in an attempt to kill the reptile that had wounded him.
He was up early next morning, and immediately after
to
step
a
taken
had
and
Dick bad been overbalanced,
t he named :four of the youths, and told them to
breakfa
strik~
not
rattlesnake.did
the
keep himself from falling, but
him. Doubtless it had turned and glided ;:wii'tly am1.1·, bring a spade and come along with him.
"We will bury the deatl body of the redcoat that was
after striking the redcoat.
by the rattlesnake," he said.
bitten
at)out
\>ring
to
attempted
had
Even though the redcoat
'l'lwv were soon at th e spo t , an d i•t d'd
his death, Dick felt sorry for the fellow.
i no t tak e 1ong to
,. .
.•
tl' 1 d
"Perhaps I may be able to do somethmg for YOll, ]H · .
ti ., lllll' I" ltl )0 y.
.
cl. ,
.h
.
.
said. " 0 ome mto our camp wit me an 1f we can n1 I . ,
I ltc ·11 I lJl'k tol1l tlH• IJoy,; io r turn to the en<.:allipH11.:llt.
d ,,'
b
.f
.k
,, I1e·
·
·
some wli1s y, your h e may e save .
i ion
exped·t·
on a Bcou·L.Ill" an d spy1uo·· 1. am 0 ·011w.
'
· "'
,..
..., .-,
.d
"No, I--can't-go! I-am-a dead-man!"' and 1lwn
the redcoat fell to the ground and was seized with eonrnl- sai ·
"Well, look out that the redcoats don't gobble you up
sions.
antl tr.Y some rnorP mm-rod practice on that cocoanut of
The deadly virus of the snake was doinp; its terrible wGrk
.rn11r;;. Dick!" said :Rob.
with great rapidity.
"1"11 look out for that."
In five minutes the redcoat became motionless. He wa•
Th1•.1 pm'il'd, 1he .1nuth,.; going bal'k in the direction of
dead!
1lw t•1w<1rnp1m•ni. 11 hilt' Dick rnarlc- hi-> way towaru the
"This is terrible!" rnmmmccl Dick. "Joye, J rlicl 1101
point where ihc Brifoh were encamped.
think of such an ending to our encounter !n
Dick kept hi~ eyes open. for he knew there was a ehanc·t>
He did not linger in the vicinity. 'l'here was 11othi11;.:;
that he might encounter Briti;:;h ;;eout,; anu .ipic~ a lrnn~t
that he could do here.
anywhere between the two encampments.
"Jn the morning we will come and bury the dead hou_r:·
He walked at a moderate pace, for he wished to h1 1·a11thought Dick.
tious, and if he went to moving swiftly the chance;; w1'1·c
He made his way to the encampment, and as General
Yery good that he would be seen and either shot or t•apWashington was still up, Dick went. to the tent and made
tured by redcoats.
his report.
Rvery little while he paused and looked all around him.
He had not secured as much infonnatlou as he had
hoped to do, but he had secured some that the commander- >rnrl li stened intently.
Not a soul did he Fee during the hour ;rn1l a half tlrnt lw
in-chief thought important.
"Keep at the work, Dick," the general said. "You may consumed in reaching the vicinity of the ta\ern when' he
stumble upon some very important information ;:ooner or ha<l the ::idvcnture the night before.
He wa::: perhap::: a third of a milt' from tlw tavern, aml
later."
"I expected to be able to bring a British spy into the en- hatl ,1lm0~1 reached the road leading pa;:t it whe11 RucMenly
eampment, a prisoner, your excellency," said Dick, "and he lwar1l a ,;cream, in a woman's voice:
"Help! Help!" was the cry.
then you might have forced him to give yon some informa"Dick bounded forward, and came to the road in a
tion, but while we were struggling he waR bitten h~· a rattl<'snake, and he died so quickly that it wa~ impMsihle to gE't jiffv. · And there his eyE's frll upon a ;;C'ene that fillE'cl him
·
with anger. •
him lwre. or clo flnything- for him."
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)laggie Walsh was struggling in the arms of the British
captain Dick had seen at the tavern the night before.
"Qh, yell for help, my beauty!" the captain cried, jnst as
Dick put in an appearance. ''Little good will it do you.
lf anyone comes it will be a :friend of mine, without a
tloubt. You are the girl that fooled us and rescueu the
rebel last night, and I'm going to have a kiss-yes, a dozen
of them, in payment for that little trick! Stop strnggling,
now, and don't yell, for it will do you no good. ~o one will
come to your assistance."
"You are mistaken, you scoundrel!" cried Dick. ''Someone has already come to her assistance, and if you don' t release the young lady instantly, I will put a bullet throngb
you!" and Dick shook a pistol, which he had drawn as he
advanced, in a threatening manner. ·

CHAl"l'EH XV.
DICK TO THE RESCUE.

)laggie gave utterance to a cry of joy, while an exclamation of anger and disappointment escaped the lip~ of the
redcoat.
He recognized Dick instantly, as did )laggie, and cried
Ol\t:

"So it's you, is it?"
"Yes! And now, release the young lady!"
'l'he British captain leered, but made no move toward
obeying the command.
"Oh, no; 1 know a trick worth two of that," he said. "I
shall hold her, and thus make it impossible for you to fire
without being in danger of killing her. I will thus loe protected-ha, ha, lia!"
"Release me!" cried )Iaggie, struggling.
"Stop it, my b<:auty!" the captain cried, angrily. "You
ean't get free, ~o why waste your strength and tax my good
nature?"
"You dastanUy ruffia.o.!" cried Dick. "Be a man, and let
the young lady go free. Don't hide behind her, like a coward!"
'·See here, you blasted rebel, I'll have you to know' that
I am not a coward!"
"No one but a coward would insult a lady, or do as vou
"
'
are doing now."
"Bah, ·all is fair in love or war, and I have an advantage
here, and am going to keep it."
"I dare }'OU to free the young lady and fight me openly,
, man to man."
"I don't have to do it, so am not going to. As I said a
-While ago, all is fair in love or war, and now that J have
an advantage I am going to make the most of it. You see,
you have your pistol out, and could shoot me before I coulcl
draw mine."
"I will give you a fair chance," cricdt Dick. ''I will replace my weapon in my belt and not start to draw it nntil
you are ready."
But the raptain ~hook hi;; hca<l.
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lt was eYident that he was not at all cager to fight Dick
openly, man to man.
·'You won't do it, eh?"

·'No."
··Then you are a coward, just as I said!"
··Blast you! l'll show you who is a coward!" almost
:-;houted the redcoat. "Take that."
He suddenly jerked a pistol out of his belt with his right
hand, as he spoke, still holding the girl with his left, and
fired a shot at Dick.
He fired in too great haste, however, and the bullet
mi,,;sed, the Liberty Boy a foot.
'·You scoundrel!"
With the words Dick bounded forward, and seeing thaz
the youth was going to be upon him in a moment, t he rcd1.:oat released -;\faggie, and leaped back, at the earne time
jerking out another pistol and leveling it.
Just as he fired, however, Dick struck his toe <J gaimt
~omething and fell forward upon his face.
:::lo nearly together were his fall and the pistol-shot that
the girl thought he was killed, and she uttered a scream.
"Oh, he is dead!" she cried.
But the captain knew better. He knew that he ha<l missed, and chopping his pistol, he started to draw his sword.
With a bound Dick was upon his feet, and then he leaped
forward and seized the officer before he could get the sword
drawn.
'The captain had the weapon about half out of the sea lr
bard, but he let it drop back and grnppled with the youth.
Doubtless he thought that he would be able to overcome the young "rebel" in a band-to-hand combat.
The truth was that he was a strong and athletic fellow,
and rather prided himself on his abilities to take rare of
himself with Kature's weapons.
The s~ruggle at once became a furious one.
Each of the combatants exerted himself to get the ascendency over the other.
He who succeeded in securing an advantage would in all
probability be the victor.
''Oh, I've got you now, you young scoundrel!'~ the captain hissed.
"Don't be too sure of it," Dick said., quietly.
"I'll show you who's a coward!"
·'You have already shown me; no one but a coward
would act as you have been acting."
"Why, I am engnging you in open fight, man to man , a~
you 'dared me to do!"
"But ~·on di<ln't do it until you \\' Cl'e forceJ to <lo RO.
You fired at me twice and tried to get your sword out."
"Yei>, and J would have rnn you through, too, if I had
succeeded in getting it out!",
There was extreme viciousness in the tonrfi.
. "Oh, I don't doubt tl1at at all."
"But it doesn't matte~; I am going to f:ettle you, just. the
same!"
"That remain" to be seen."
"Bah! I'm a man, while you are only a youngskr."
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':That was awful!" shuddered the girl. "I was watch•t I guess you will think that I am a full-grown man being them through the window, and I made up my mind
fore you get through with me."
" Bah!""
that I would save you or die in the attempt/'
"And you succeeded admirably, Miss Maggie."
.Maggie stood there, her hands clasped, a look of terror
Then Dick turned his attention to the insensible redon her face. It was plain that she feared for the safety
coat.
of her champion.
j '
Dick, ho"·ever, was confident that he could overcome the .
captain.
CHAPTER XVI.
He had already tested the officer's powers, and believed
and
agility
strength,
in
superior
redcoat's
the
th.at he was
THE CAPTAIN "]of.ARCHES."
staying qualities.
to
able
be
will
I
"It is only a question of time, before
"I hawn't h.illed him, ha>e I?'' the girl queried, an inconquer him," was the youth's thought.
of horror in her voice.
tonation
that,
and
way
this
The two struggled :fiercely, moving
Dick placed his hand over the man's heart, and shook his
bllckward and forward, and suddenly, on being forced
b.ickward by his opponent, Dick's heel caught and he fell head.
at full length on the ground, the captain on top of him.
"Oh, no, 1\Iiss Maggie. He is only temporarily nu.conscious. He will soon be all right again."
A scream escaped the lips of the girl.
"Oh, you will be killed, Mr. Slater!'' ~he cried.
"I'm glad of that. I would not like to feel that T haJ
"Oho, so you are the famous Dick Slater, are yon?'" taken a human life."
cried the captain. "Well, no matter. I am going to make
"I don't blame you for that. hut you need have i10 fears.
au end of you. anyway! I am not going to risk your turn- He is worth a dozen dead men yet."
"\\'ell, I am glad of that, much as I hate him."
ing up .again, to cause me trouble just when I least expE'.ct
it. Ha. I'll settle you with your own knife!"
The captain began sho1ring signs 0£ returning c~nscious
There was a long-bladed knife in Dick·~ belt, and the ness now. and Dick unbuckled the redcoat's belt and pulled
e:iptain seized it by the handle and drew it from its sheath. hi~ 'rrist~ together behind his bark and bound them secureUp came the ret1coaf~ arm . and the ugly-looking w<'apon ly.
with it.
~
The girl 1ratched this proceeding with interest.
Her eye::o fell upon a roe;k about tll"ic·c H~ 1Jii£ a~ a man·~ j "\Yhat are you going to do with him?'' she queried.
"I"m l!Oing to take him to the patriot encampment and '
ftst, which lay beside the road, and she leaped fonrard au<l
seized this stone. Then she hastened hack and reached a turn~hirn OYer to the commander-in-chief."
'·That will se1..ve him right!"
P•}lllt within a yard of tlu: combnt<rnl~ just ••~ the captain
"Ye;:, I think so; it is treating him better than he inraised the knife to strike.
treating meY
tended
The girl did not hesitate.
e
tlt
or
side
tlte
with a . lrndder. •·}fr would haYe killed· you."
Oil
"Yes,''
captain
the
struck
Drawing back, she
that he would."
believe
"1
strong
a
te1d with the stone with all her force, and she was
smldenl.1·
"Can I be of any assistance to you, 1\Ir. Slater?"
girl, too. Over toppled the captain, as though
"Xo, :Jliss 1\faggie."
.~ tricken dead. the knife dropping from his nerveless fin"Yery well; then I will go on my way. I was starting
out to pick some wild blackberries, and happened to enffe had been stricken senseless by the blow.
Dick at once leaped to his feet, and seizing the girl's counter the captain. Ile stopped me-and you know the
hand, he pressed it warmly, while he exclaimed feelingly: rest."
"Yes; well, I don't think he will bother you soon again."
''Again you ha1e saved my life, 1\fiss Maggie! That
"I hope not. I hope ~-ou will get to your encampment
makes twice within twenty-four hours, and I ' don't know
how I shall ever be able to cancel the debt tbut I now owe ~afel:v with him, 1\fr. Slater."
"I have no doubt that I shall succeed."
y u !"
"Good-by for the present, Mr. Slater," holding out her
"You owe me nothing, Mr. Slater," wa" the earnest reply .. "I am a patriot girl, and it is my duty to do all I can hand.
Dick grasped the hand and pressed it warmly, at the same
to aid patriots. Then, too, you first came to my assistance.
and it was in aiding me that you got yourself into trouble time saying "Good-by, 1\fos 1\faggie."
The girl then picked up .a two-gallon pail that until then
just now, so this affair does not count."
"Oh, yes, it does. I w-as only too glad to get a chance Dick had not noticed, and disappeared among the trees to
at the captain there. He was responsible for that new ancl the north of the road, and the vouth turned his attention
.
terrible method of torture with the ramrod being used to his prisoner. •
upon me, and I registered a vow, at that time, that if ever I
The captain had just come to, and was gazing stupidly
got the chance I would square accounts with him ii I were up at Dick.
The captain did not look as though he was able to think
a b1E' to do ~n.'·
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!
~1~ud1 of anything,_ and for a few moments_ he did not reply. ,
1 lwn suddenly lus face cleared a~d his eyes got back

their accustomed expression.
·· 1 remember; that blaste<l girl hit me a clip with a rock,
r "ornething!'' he eried.
"Yes, it was a ro<;k," sai<l Di<;k qnietly. '·She did Hie
job nicely, didn't she!"
• ·· 1 would haYe killed you if she hadn't inlerferecH"
" Certainly. I know that.''
The British officer made an attempt to free his hands.
''Untie my hands!" he cried, fiercely.
Dick shook his head.
:. Oh, no!" he said.
.. What arc you going to .do with me?"
··Take you to the patriot encampment and turn yeu
Q\(~r to the commander-in-chief. "
·• Xewr!"
"Oh, yes!"
"l will not go with yon!"
"You will have to do ~o."
·'l will not!"
·'Row will you hdp yourself'.-'''
"I will refuse to walk."
"Oh, you are going to be stubborn, eh?"
''Yes."
'''l'hen I shall have to lry my hand ;;it 'pt'l'~ua1ling' you."
'"\Yhat do you mean?"
"I mean that 1 will walk behind yon, and prod you with
tht> point of your ~word; if ~·ou ,;how a balky tendency aucl
hold ,back you will onl~· fol'cc the point of the blade into
your body deeper."
'fhe captain had ri~e.n to <t sitting po:;tnre, and now hr
turned his head and glanced eagerly arn1 longingly np the
road in the direction of the taYcrn.
" Oh, some of your men are at the taYern, eh?" remarked
Di~·k. "Well, 1 don't think any of them will come this
'ra.v, Ro you need not expect that you will be rescncrl."
"You had better set me free!" hiR~<'(l lhr offie<>r.
Dick shook his head.
"T could not think of do:i.J1g that." hr ~a id.
"1ou will be sorry for it if ~·ou don't!"
"I would be sorry for it if I did."
"It would be the most sensihle thing that y011 ever did
in your life!"
Dick laughed.
"Tt is usckss to talk to rne. <·aptain," he sa icl. "Yon
are my prisoner, and--"
You would not have been ahle to make a prisoner of
me had it not been for the girl."
"'l'rue; she iR a bnwe girl, and she did a good thing when
~he hit you lhe clip with the roek."
"I'll kill that girl lhe next tirne T srt r.1· c~ on her!'" hi~;.:c<l
the captain, vicious])'.
"That is just abont what might be expccte<l from one
1rho had proved himRrlf to h~ sneh a ('Owarcl." Rai<l Dirk.
rnltingh·. "You arr jn Rt the f,iml of n man to make war
on 11·onwn nrnl rhil<lrcn ."

"'1:11 set~le ~rith you some day, young fellow!" savagely.
"'l ou 'nll find me ready to settle at any time," quietly.
''But now will you come along with me quietly?"
"N"o, I won't!" viciously.
"You had better."
·•Xo!"
'· .-\11 right."
Dick took the <;aptain's sword out of its scabbard..., and
then he pointed toward t1fr rast.
"'l'he patriot encamprne111 Iit· ~ in that direction,'' he said,
1
~ignificantly. "Start!"
The British officer glared at the youth, but did not move.
Dick placed the point •>l the sword against the redcoat's
ba<;k, between the ,;houlders, a11d pushed gently.
··A hint to the wise shnu Id be sufficient," he Eaicl, grimJy.
"You won't dare hurt me!" sayagely.
··Let me tell you something, captain," said Dick. in a
eold, metallic Yoice. "You !'hot at me twice, with deadly
intent, and you would li;,11v "tabbed me to the heart with
my own knife but for the girl. That makes three attempt~
on my life within the past half hour. Xow, don't yon
i11ink that I will be justified in rmming you through if you
cut up ru.sty?"
'I'he captain glared like a wild animal at bay.
"You won't dare run me through!" he said, lmt there
was an.intonation to his ~·oice that told Dick he was not
at all snre of it.
'·T will not only dare do it, hut] will <lo it!" declared the
youth, and there was that in his Yoice that satisfied the redcoat that he meant what he said .
"All right; I'll go along pe-acrahly,'' ~aid the captain,
wrakrning.
"That is sensible. Xo1r rnard1!"
The prirnner started off. 1ralking slmrly, for it went trrrihly against the g1;ain to be forced to walk along thus.
Dick hac1 kept a sharp lookont in the direction of the
tavern, thinking · it possible that some 0£ tbe redcoat~
might put in an appearance, but none clicl, anc1 about an
hour and a quarter later he reached the patriot encamprnent with his prisoner.
\\hen the~· walked into the encampment. the captain
11·ith red and angry face, Dick coming quietly along- behind,
~1rord in liand, their appearance created considerable ex('ilernenl and no little interest among the soldier!', and eome
ont> ~·elle<l ont:
"Three <;heers for Dick Rlater!"
The C'heen; were given with a will.
..\ few minnte;: later Di<;k and his prisoner stood ]n th e
hea<lq1iartcr;;' tent, hefore General Washington.

CII.\P'l'ER x -YIT.
THE C'APTAJN WE ..\KENS.

·'\\'Pll. Dick, whom have vou there?" the rqmmanderi11-<·hi0f <l>'ked.
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'l'he British captain turned pale. It was plain that he
"I don't know his name, your excellency, but he is the
d.
officer who was with the redcoats at the tavern, last n~ght, was beginning to get frightene
he cried.
me!"
to
torture
.me,
on
"You will not dare
when they tried that ramrod method of torture
r that in time of war
and
remembe
must
"My dear sir, you
make me tell them what I knew of the position
employed," said Gen~
be
y
frequentl
desperate means must
strength of the patriot army."
have information remust
"I
tableS'
eral Washington, coldly.
"Ah, say you so, Dick? Well, you have turned the
you are in possessionenemy;
the
of
garding the intentions
on him, now."
force you to give it
to
going
am
"Yes, sir; and perhaps you may be able to get some in- of this information, and I
to me."
formation regarding the British army out of him."
"Never!" growled the captain. "I will die before I will
Dick hastened to where the Liberty Boys were stationed
and drew the ramrod out of his musket.
be such a traitor to my king!"
"Very bravely spoken," said General Washington.
"What are you going to do with that, Dick?" aske~
"Yes, it is surprising to hear him talk that way," said Bob.
Dick. "One would hardly have expected to hear such talk
Dick smiled.
from a man who threatened to kill a girl,'' and then Dick
"You saw me bring a prisoner into camp a few minutes
explained how he had come upon the captain when he was ago?" he asked.
trying to make Maggie Walsh give him some kisses, and
"Yes."
how he had interfered and how through,the accident, when
"Well, he is the captain that ordered the ramrod methhe stu~bled and fell, the captain had gotten an advantage od of torture to be tried on me at the tavern, last night,
over him and would have killed him but for the girl, who and now the commander-in-chief is going to try it on him,
had knocked the officer sensele,;s with a rock.
to force him to give up what information he possesses re"And he threatened, after he came to, that he would garding the intentions of General Howe."
kill the girl if ever he got a chance, sir,'' said Dick in con"Hurrah !'' cried Bob.
clusion, "so you can understand how surprised I am to hear
"Good! It will serve the fellow right!" from Mark
·
him talking so bravely now."
Morrison.
"I don't wonder that you are surprised, Dick," the com"Yah, dot is so!" from Carl Gookenspieler.
mander-in -chief said. "And you will pardon me, captain,
"Shure, an' dhe ridcoat won't be afther loikin' it so wu.H
if I say that I don't believe your courage would stand the
whin it is thried on him,'' grinntd Patsy.
test if put to it."
'"rhe commander-in-chief won't torture the rydcoat to
" Try me and see," growled the officer, his face red with
death, will he, Dick?" asked Ben Spurlock.
anger.
"No,'' said Dick, "and I don't think it will be necessary.
"I think that I will do so, unless you tell me at once all The captain is a coward at heart, and after he has felt the
you know about the British army and the intentions of nnnrod clrop on the top of his head once or twice he will
General Howe!" was the grim reply.
be willing to tell all he knows. The general is goin§! to
"I will tell you nothing!"
work on his fears, and I think he will be successful.''
Dick gave the commander-in-chief a ~y wink, and said :
"Jove, I lVish that I could see the fun!" grinned nob.
"How will it do to try the ramrod method on him, your
"All right; you can come along and handle the ramrod,
xcellency ?"
Bob. I think the commander-in-chief will be glad to have
•General Washington looked sternly at the prisoner, and you. for if you don't come we will have to get the orderly
Tf'plied:
to do it."
"I think it will be a good plan, Dick. It would be only
"I'm your man, old fellow!" and Bob went along with
justice to giYe him a taste of his own medicine, as it were."
Dick.
"That is my idea, sir."
He stayed outside the tent till Dick entered. and a!>ked
General Washington looked thoughtfully at the prisoner,
the commander-in-chief if his comrade could come in and
®d then said:
help, and when the general said yes, for Bob to come in, he
"I will give yon one more chance, captain. Tell me all
clid so.
you know, and you will be held as a prisoner of war; if you
The pri~oner stood there, glaring at first one, then ,anrefuse, we will try the ramrod method on you-and you
would look at the ramrod with an exmust not b1ame us for doing it. You taught us the method .other, and then he
pression of horror upon his face. and shudder vi$ibly.
yourself, you know."
He was pale a$ a sheet.
Evidently the officer did not think that the commanderwas plain that he was greatly frightened.
It
and
head
his
shook
he
for
saia,
he
in-cliief meant what
"I dislike to employ such means, $ir." said the commandeclared arrogantly that he would tell nothing.
g the prisoner. "but you
"Dick," said General Washington. "go and get a ram- der-in-chief, sternly. addressin
possess information which I must haYe, and there is only
rod."
Slater and Lieutena nt Esta"Very wrll. ~· om excellency." and Dick hastened out of one wa~· to get it. Captain
brook. proceed with the work!"
the tent.
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This was too much for the captain. He weakened suddenly, and cried out:
"I'll tell all I know, sir! I will give you all the information in my power! I do not think that I am called upon
to suffer torture and a horrible death."
' Dick and Bob exchanged glances. There was amusement in Dick's look, but it was plain that Bob was disappointed. He had been particularly angry when Dick had
told h ow the redcoats had started in to torture him by
dropping the ramrod on his head, and he had wanted a
chance to even up matters with this captain.
There was a look of scorn on the face of General Washington, when the prisoner spoke as above; it was plain that
he did not think much of a soldier who was possessed of rn
little soldierly qualities. The look disappeared instantly,
however, and he said, coldly:
"You are wise, sir, in coming to that decision. ~ow tell
me all you know regarding the intentions of General
:Rowe."
The British captain talked freely, and answered such
questions as from time to time the commander-in-chief
asked him.
Presently he said that he had given up all the information in his possession, and General Washingto n then told
Dick and Bob to lead him away.
"Put him with the other prisoners,'' the commander-inchief ordered. "And tell the guards to watch closely, and
eee to it that he does not escape."
"Yes, your excellency," said Dick, and then he and Bob
conducted the captain out of the tent and away.
"Oh, you coward!" said Bob to the captain in a tone
of disgust, and with a grimace. "You haven't any backbone at all. I wanted a chance to plug yon on the head
with this ramrod a few times! I'm not only disappointed
in you, but disgusted with you."
"I'll show you who is a coward, if ever I get free and
nieet you in fai r and open :fight!" growled the captain, who
did not relish being talked to in this manner.
"I would like to meet you in fair and open fight, once:'
grinned Bob. "I'll wager that it wouldn"t take me long
to make you take to your heels."
"Bah! It is easy for you to talk, now that you haYe me
here, a prisoner."
Bob only laughed. ,
'l'hey left the prisoner with the other prisoners, and cautioned the guards to see to it that the captain did not escsipe; then they made their way to their quarters.
"How did it come out?" queried Sam Sanderson, eager"Did the ramrod bring him to time?"
-i'Yes," said Bob, with a grimace of disgust, "just the
mere sight of it brought him to time. He weakened and
told all he knew, without our having to use the ramrod at
all."
The youth laughed at the look of disgust on Bob's face.
"It was just about what I expected," said Dick.
"Well, I thought and hoped he would have back-bone
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enough to stand a few thumps on the cocoanut," growled
Bob.
Dick did not stay in camp long, but set out again, on a
reconnoitering expedition.

CHAPTER XVIII.
THE LIBERTY BOYS SECURE MORE PRISONERS.

"You stay right here, boys, till I go to the tavern and
reconnoiter a bit."
"All right; but say, Dick, don't try to capture the redcoats all by yourself. Give us fellows a chance to have
some fun!"
"All right, Bob," with a laugh.
It was about nine o·clock at night, and the Liberty Boys
were in the edge of the timber, at the rear of the tavern.
kept by )fr. Walsh. ·
Dick's idea was that by coming here they wolrld be likely
to get a chance at some redcoats, who would be attracted
to the tavern because of the fact that they could get liquor
to drink.
He now made his wa.y across the open ground , and approached lhe tavern.
It was a cloudy night, so there was not much chance that
he would be discovered, even if there were redcoats in the
vicinity.
He made his way to the window where he had been sta•
tioned the night before and looked in.
Sure enough, there were some redcoats in the bar-room.
Dick counted them; there were fourteen.
"Good!" he murmured. "We will take them prisoners,
and conduct them to the patriot encampment, or know the
reason why."
He hastened back and rejoined the Liberty Boys.
"Well?" from Bob.
"There are fomteen redcoats in the bar-room."
"flood!"
"Let's go for them, Dick!" from ~lark :\Iorrison.
"All right; come along, boys."
"How are you going to work it, Dick?" asked Bob.
"We will surround the tavern, the first thing."
"Yes."
·' _.\nd then you, Bob, with eight or ten of the boys, will
enter by way of the rear door. You will find yourselves in
a hall, and you will make your way along the hall till you
come to a door; that door opens into the bar-room , but you
will stop at the door and wait till ytiu hear us come in fr?m
the front. Do you understand ?"
"YeR; we wiJl take them from front and rear at the same
time."
"That's it; we will have them between two fires. " ,
"So we will. They will have to surrender, then.''
"I think so."
The Liberty Boys moved across the open ground and sm--
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rouna.ed the tavern . Then Dick and ten oi the youths I rc<lcoattl. and he would have refreated, taking his pri~oners
rna1le their way to the front door, while Bob and ten more I <lloug, had it not been for Bob, who 11·anted to stay and
give the enemy a fight.
of the youths entered by way of the rear door.
"All right, Bob," said Dick. "But ,1-e will have to~:ecomrades
his
and
Bob
that
sure
was
he
Die:k waited till
soon, for it is not more than a mile to the .Briti11h
treat
the
at
had tiad time to traverse the hall and get stationed
ancl they will hear the firing and send reinencampment,
the
pushed
suddenly
he
hand,
in
door. .and then, sword
_
quickly."
forcements
comrades,
front Joor open and leaped into the bar-room, his
time
have
will
we
but
then,
retreat
will
\re
right;
~\11
·•
pi~tols in hand, close at his heels.
'" ' urrender!" he cried1 in a loud, ringing rnice. '"l'hrow to give them quite a little battle, old fellow ."
So the redcoats and Liberty Boys fired volley after volley
down your arms and surrender, or clie ! You are attack eel
Jrom front and rear, and the house is snrrouuclecl by al at each other, bnt the distance was too great for much
damage to be clone.
kti:>t one hundred men!"
While he was speaking the door at the rear of the bar- 1 Dick realized that oon more redcoats would appear on
ronm opened, ancl Bob and his comrades came pnshing iuto I the scene, and he sent four oI the boys into the tavern, with
instructions to bring forth-the prisoners.
the room, pistols in hand.
"Start for the patriot 'encampment at once, boys," he
The redcoats stared in open-mouthed amazement and
ordered. "and ·we will follow slowly, and keep the enemy
horror.
back."
T hey were taken completely by surprise.
The youths obeyed, and in order to keep the redcoab
'fl1ey were pretty much the wor>'t' for liquor, but they
ha<l sense enough to understand that it would be suicidal to from seeing their comrades who were prisoners. the youths
offer fight, and so they thre'.1· up their hands, and their eornlncted the fourteen out lJy way of the rear door.
Then. slowly but steadily, the Liberty Boys retreated,
]0;11\er, a lieutenant, called out:
and alter them came the Rriti~h.
·· We surrender!''
When the youths reached the edge oi the timber, how·· T hat is sensible," said Dick.·
T hen he ordered ~ome of the Liberty Boys to disarm the e'>er, they stopped and took up positions 1chind treeo, and
m !coat~ . and this wm; quickly done, after which their arma there they awaited the approach of the enemy, and when
\\'1n~ hound togethe r behind their bad;: with their own the redcoats came within range they opened fire.
The British soldiers fired a volley or two in ·r eturn, but
hrlts.
they realized that they could not damage the rebels, wl~o
·· Tl 1at was quick antl eas~-. Dic-k.'' grinned Hoh.
"You are right. Well. ] did not ~ee how it c-ould be who were sheltered behind the trees, and so they retired to
the tavern.
otht:rwise than a ,:ucc-esd."
Dick and the Liberty Boys remained "ll·heTe they were
The landlord had watched proceedings in surpri8c. hnt
~~ he was a patriot. oi cour~e ltc was glad to see the red- perhaps fifteen minutes, and then they saw a strong .force
of Tiritish soldiers join the one at the ta>el"Il.
coab be made prisoner~.
"I guess we lrncl better beat a retreat," said Dick. "The
He did not let on, holl"ever, for he kne\\· there \1·as a
to the encampment ~o
c-llil riee that some oi the redcoats might get free a_!!ain. and boyl'l are far enough on their
th en the~· would tell their comrades in the Brifo•h enc·arnp- that there is not much danger of their being oYertaken, 1
rnent that he was a patriot. and the result would he that in· flJ1l sure."
" l ,cfs sta~· and give them a few Yolleys, Dick," pleaded
all probability the ta\·ern ,,01ilc1 be burned to the gronncl
"We can kill a number of them. and make that many
Boh.
and all his wines confiscated.
come against us in the big b~ltle that is soon to he
to
less
~faggie did not put in an appearance. and Dick under:::tood that it was her plan to not let the reckoats know that fought ."
",\ 11 right, Bob. 'Ye will be Fafe in doing ~o. I gurss;
~he wa::: the landlord's daughter and lived at the ta•ern.
"uddenly there came the sound of firing outside, and for we can keep out of Iheir 'my if the~· try to pnrne us
through the timber."
Di t·k rushed to the door and called out:
"Of course we can: and I don't think they will pmsne
"Hello, •rhat's the trouble, boys?"
"Redcoats!-a lot of them. Dicld" came to him in Mark us. 'Thev will Tealize that it would be useless to do
rrhc re.~lcoats DOii' advanced toward the point where the
Morr if:on's voice.
"Come on outside. bo~·sr" cried Dick. "We will give Liberty Boys were stationed. and when they were withi;;range Dick gave the order to fire.
tli ~ ,Jcoats a fight if they want it!"
The youth" obeyed, and a musket volley rnng- out on the
As an afterthought he ordered hro of the youths to rema , r wd ~bmcl guard over the prisoner~. The rest rushed night air.
·Down dropped at least a dozen of the redcoats. and the
out ,f the tavern, and joined their comrades.
Tl.e douds had broken awa.v. and the moon shone do1rn I other" gaw utterance to ~·ells of rap:e and made a clash fornow, revealing- quite a force of Rritish f:oldiers up the road. I mml.
l The T,ibrrl~· Doy:; fired two pistol Yolleys. and dropped
perh ips seventy-five yards distant.
Jl,r k judgrc1 that there were at least one hundred of the Ia 1rnmhr11 of the cnern~·. and then thr~- beat a retreat.
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The battle was raging all along the line, but it was
hottest right in front of Chadd's Ford, where the Liberty
Boys and Waj1 ne's force were stationed.
At last the redcoats 11dvanced, firing as they came, and
yelling like fiends.
It was a fierce charge, indeed, and a much stranger force
than that of Wayne and the Liberty Boys could .not hf.!ve
stood before it.
The Liberty Boys made a brave stand indeed, but were
beaten back in spite of all they could do.
They made a second stand, which in turn they we'l"e
forced to relinquish.
It was a bitter cup, but there was no help for it.
Baek across the Brandywine went WayLe's force, the
J ,iberty Boys coming across last, and loading and firing
e\-en as they moYed along.
On the high bank on the east Fide o.f the stream, the
patriot forces made a successful stand, and the Bri6sh
could not get across. They made St~veral attempis, but
were driven back wilh considerable slaughter, and many
wounded soldiers fell in the water and were drowned.
It was indeed a desperate battle.
HaYing failed to get across the stream, the British force
that was operating against Wayn e's division at Chadd's
CHAPTER XIX.
Ford withdrew perhaps half a mile, and then only the cannon were med.
"BEATE. BACK AT BRANDYWINE."
The fire was kept up with the arti~lery, by both nrmies,
arnl the honors were about eyen.
4'Bo0m! Boom!
The Liberty Boys 1n:re restless now, for iuact!Yity alw,ays
Boom-boom-boom!
\rore npon them.
Cra h!-rattle!-roar!
·'.Jaw. I hope tlrnt the Briti~h will make another attempt·
It \\·as the morning of the 11th of eptember, of the
to d·oss the river, or that General Wayne will oroer hi,;
year 1777.
The British had adnnced, and were now making an at- army to cross again!" said Bob.
"Likel~r your hope ~wiU be realized before the day is uver,
tack on the patriot army on the Brandywine.
~aid Dick.
Bob."
on!
was
battle
The
Dick's words ·were proved to be true, for about the
Ancl
to
assigned
been
had
Dick Slater and his Liberty Boys
of the afternoon word was brought to General
middle
they
and
·wayne,
General
the force under the command 0£
occupied a position at the extreme front of this foree, \\'ashington that General Howe's main army had maae a
which was on the west side of the Brandywine, and right march of seYcntcen miles around to the north>Yard, cros~ing the nrnndywine. and marching clown upon ullivan's
where the brunt of the battle was sure to be.
army. which wa::: the extreme right wing of the patriot
But this suited the Liberty Boys.
They were ne1er so happy as when assigned to the most army. and. almost at the same time the British unoer
Knyphausen advanced and gave battle to Wayne's fone at
dangerous and desperate position or task of any.
So now they were firing upon the British, and fighting to Chadd's Ford.
General Washington, with a goodly portion 0£ the patriot
hold their position, which was being attacked with terrible
arm~·. hastened a'\\ay at once to help Sullivan, and General
vigor by the British.
The Liberty Bo);S were the key to the ituation at pres- ·wavne's division was left to hold the ford.
rfhe Liberty Boys, as before, were given the mod ac1errt. So long as they maintained their position the redcoats
could not advance, but if they were to be beaten back the vancecl position.
This suited them. and they made up their minds that
re1mlt would be that Wayne's entire force would lrnYe to
they would not be beaten back if tl1ey coukl possib]y help
retreat.
,
This the Liberty Boys rud not wish to ha>e happen, and it.
1
It had been a bitter cup indeed, when they were forcoo
so they fought on, loading and firing as rapidly as possible.
''Can we hold our position, Dick?" askecl Bob. shouting ' to retreat before, nnd they wished to hold their position this
· time.
into his comrade's ear.
Soon the battle was raging.
"I don't know. Bah," was the reply. "We will stick to
The youths loaded and fired as rapidly aR possible, as ilicl
it as long as possible."

The British, on reaching the edge of the timber, and
finding that the enemy had flown, fired _two or three volleys
in the direction in which they supposed it had gone, but
iJie bullets fell short, the youths having gotten out of
range.
Disappointed and angry, the British returned to the tavcarrying their wounded into the bar-room, where the
wounds were dressed as best could be done. Then they
went out and buried the dead, after which they helped
themselves to all the liquors )fr. Walsh had on hand, and
later on they returned to their encampment, carrying their
wounded with them.
The Liberty Boys reached their encampment in safety,
with the prisoners, and when Dick reported to General
W ashingtcin, he complimented the youth on the good work
.
of himself and Liberty Boys.
On the evening of the 10th the commander-in-chief sent
word to all the officers to have their forces in readiness for
action the following morning. It was his belief that an
attack would be made in force.
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all the patriot soldiers, and they managed to keep the Brit- I ployed in this vicinity as lonf5 as we can, because by so
ish from crossing the river for more than two hours.
doing we will keep it from going northward to the assistTli.eu the superior strength of the enemy made its ]JOll'C' r ance of General Burgoyn~, in the north."
felt, and the redcoats managed to get across and gain a
"That is a good plan," agreed General Greene.
foothold on the east bank of the ri>er.
The others all said the same.
Desperately the patriots fought , and none more desperAnd so it was agreed that this was what they would do. •
ately t han the Liberty Boys.
X ext morning the British advanced, and the patriots reT hey held out just as long as it was possible, and then treated, but very slowly, and they fought every inch of the
they retreated, firing as they went, and moving Yery slowly. 1rny-did not give an inch until they were forced to do 80.
The other soldiers fought nobly also, and the retreat was
80 successfully did the patriot army do its work that the
far from being a rout. 'l'he British had to fi~ht hard for British, although much stronger, could advance but slowevery yard that they advanced.
ly, and it was more than a month after this that they finally
[t wa! a bitter cup for the Liberty Boys, b_u t they could arrived in Philadelphia.
not help it. The British were too strong for Wayne's
It was now too late for General Howe to think of sendforce, und so there was only the 011.e thing to do-retire ing his army into the north, and so he settled down in
before the enemy.
Philadelphia to spend the winter.
Fo r the second time that day the Liberty Boys were
The patriot army retired to Whitemarsh, and went into
bea ten back.
ramp. to watr h the British and decide upon their own
General Wayne retired in the direction in which the future course.
main patriot army lay.
A little later the battle of Germantown was fought, and
T he roa r of cannon, and the crashing of musketry could then the patriot army marched to Valley Forge and went
be he11rd in the distance, thus proving that a hard battle into winter quarters, remaining there till the following
was raging between the two main armies, and the force summer.
und er Wayne moved in that direction.
'rlrns ends the story of "The Liberty Boys' Bitter Cup•·
They had done all that could be done where the~·, were.
Dick and Bob never saw Mary Fulton again, and they
and perhaps by rejoining the main army they might help to often wondered whether she had married Joe Floddy.
defeat t he enemy.
T hey did finally reach the patriot army, and they joined
in, the battle, but they could not turn the tide. which had
set strongly against the patriots, and slowly but «urely th e
Con ti nental army was forced back.
It retired slowly in the direction of Chester. and a stub-

Th eir opinion was that she did not marry him, however.
" At any rate, I hope she didn't ," said Bob, more than
once, when he and Dick were discussing the matter. "For

that Joe Floddy was a vicious ras9al, and Mary WJS entirely
too nice a girl to throw herself away on such a chap/'
Xeither did Dick eyer see Maggie Walsh again, but he
born resistance was kept up till eYening, when both a nn ie~ often thought of her, as being one of the bravest and most
wen t into camp, each being willing to cease hostilities and noble-hearted girls that he had ever known.
take a much-needed rest.
THE END.
T he British had practically won the. battle, for theY
had driven the patriot army back, and still back: th en. too.
The next number (234) of "The Liberty Boy:: of ' 76"
the- patriots had lost the greater number of men. As nearly as could be estimated, the patriot.los& was twelve hun- will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' ALLIANCE; OR,
dred, while that of the British was eight hundred.
THE REDS WHO HELPED," by Harry Moore.
•\..
I mmedia te]~' after supper that evenin~ General Washington called a council of war.

--

The re wa ~ a long discuss ion regarding the fuhue moveSPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekl.v
ments of the army, and at last it was decided that the only
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
thing that could be done was to retire slowly before the
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
Britis h, and to harass them all that was possible.
"They are bound for Philadelphia, of course." said the mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
commander-in-chief, "and it shall be our business to retard SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
tlwi r progress as much as possible. and keep their army em- you order by return mail.
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Nick and J'ed . the 1'i11g Trappers of the Border. By An Old
:5cout.
Red Li~!Jt Oldr. The Engineer Prince; or, The Bravest Boy on
the RailroHd. l:y .fas. t'. ~l erritt.
J.e11dvillP .Jack. the <:ame Cock of the West. By An Old Scout.
Adrift in rhe Sea of Grass: or. The Strange Voyage of a Missing
•
Ship. l:y <'npt. 'l'llos. H . \Yilson.
Out of the <:utter: or. Fighting rhe Battle Alone. A True Temperance Stor.v. J:J• ll K Sh:lckleford.
Ta<' S couts Of the Sanree: or. Uedcoat s and Whigs. A. Story of
tlw AUlPrif'an

,:i:... -u o B'i. •

BEAUTIFULLY COLORED COVERS.

32 PAGES.

:n'.?

::o

EVERY STORY (JOMPLE'l'J<.:.

ftPvo lutiot1.

Bv Gf"n"I Jas. A. Got·dou.

310 !Mwin l"orre~t·s Boy l' upil: or.' Tlle Struggles and 'l'riumphs of

a Boy Ar tor. By S . S. Wood. the Yonng American Actor.
3'.lO Air f,ine Will. The Yo1111g l•;ugi neer of t he New Mexico Express.
Uy Jns. C'. ~ferritt.
:1'.!l 'l'lw Jtid1 ..st Roy in Arizona: or. 'fhe Mystery of the Gila. By
lfowar<l Ausriu.
::'.!'.! 'l'wfnty Pegrres r.cs•oncl the A retie Circle: or, Deserted to the
I.and of lt'P. [~v Berton Hertrew.
:::!3 Youn~ lUn~ K~r1·Y.. th(• I riF=h !:ob Uoy ; or, '£he Lost Lilly of
.
.
h'.i llarn"Y· 1:.v Allyn D1·ap"'"
;;'.!4 Can oe ( ':u!: or. A College 1:0.•"s Cn11se m the li'ar North. By Allan Arnold.
325 Handy n .. :lins. the 13oy F ireman. A Story of Heroic Deeds. By
E.:c-F il'~-Cllit'f \Yurd<•n.
By An
;J~G Green ~lou utaiu Joe. tilE' Old 'l'ra 1>per or l\Ialllro Pond.
Old i'Mnt.
By
;;~7 The Priu('e of r:oekclule Sehool: or, A Fight for a Railroad.
'
IIo\\·ar<l At1sti11.
;;'.!S i.ost in th,. City: or. The T.ights and Shadows of New York. By
H . K. Shackleford.
:;!l() Switchback Sam. the Young Pennsylvania Engineer: or, Railroading in the Oil Conutr.1' . R:v Jas. C. lllerritt .
.. ,., 0 Trapeze Tom. the Hoy Acrobat: 01-, Dnring Work in the Air. By
Berton Rert1·ew.
:131 Yellowstone Kelly, A Story of Adventures In the Great West. By
An Old _::> rout .
:::J!l The Poisvned \Yine; or. Foiling a Desperate Game By H. K.
Sha r klPfol'Cl.
::::3 Shiloh Sam: or, General Grant's Best Coy Scout. By Oen'l. Jas.
A. Gordon.
::::4 Alon<' in :\e,.- York : -0r. E:agged Rob, the Newsboy. By K S
Wood (The Youug American Artor).
:::::; The F'lontim: Tre:1su1·e: 01-, The Secret of the Pirate's Rork. By
.
Cnpt. Tbos. U. "'ilson.
;;;:u Tom Throttle. The Ho.v Engineer of the Midnight Exrness: or,
Merritt
C.
Jas.
Ry
America.
Central
in
Railrond ing;::l7 'l'he Diamond Eye; or, The Secret of the Idol. Ry Richard R.
Montgomery.
::::is Ned North. The Young Arctic Explorer: Ot', The Phantam Valley
.J
of the XOl'th Pole. fly Berton I:e1·t1·Mv.
;;39 From Cabin to Cabinet; or, The l'luck of a Plowboy. 15Y H. K.
' -.
Shackleford.
:1rn Kit Carson's r:oys: or. W ith the G1·eat Scout on His Last Trail.
.
Bv An Old Scout.
;;n DrivPn to :-;ea; or. The Sailor's Rerr~t. A Story of the Algerine
('or3airs. r:.v Capt. 'l'hos. H. Wilson.

PRICE 5 CENTS.

342 Twenty Boy Spies; or. The Secret Band of Dismal Hollow. A
Story of the American Revo lution . By Gen'I. Jas. A. Gordon.
343 Dashing Hal, the Hero of the Ring. A Story of the Circus. By
Berton Bertrew.
344 The Haunted Hut: or, The Ghosts of Rocky Gukh. By Allyn
Draper.
345 Dick Dashaway·s School Days; ot', The Boy Rebel s or Kingan College. By Howard Austin.
346
Jack Lever, the Young Engineer of <;O ld Forty" : or, On Time
with the Night Express. By Jas. c. Merritt.
347 Out With Peary; or, In Search of the North P ole. Ry Berton Bertrew.
348
The Boy Prairie Courier: or. Genernl Custer's Youngest Aide. A
True Story of _the Jilattle tit Little Big Horn. By An Old Scout.•
349
Led Astra,y In New 1:ork; or, A Country Boy's Career in a Great
City. A True Temperan ce Story. Bv Jno. B. Dowd.
350 Sharpshooter Sam, the 1:ankee Boy Spy; or. Winning' His Shoulder Straps. Gen'!. Jas. A. Gordon.
351 Tom Train. the Boy Engineer of the Fast Express; or, Always at
,
His Post. By Jas. C. Merritt.
352 We Three; or, The White Boy Sla1•es of the Soudan. By Allan
Arnold.
3•3
" Jack Izzard, the Yankee l\Ciddy. A Story of the Wat· With Tripoli. By Capt. Thos~ H. Wiisnn .
35 4 The Senator's Boy; or, The Early Struggles of a Oreat Statesman. By H. K. Shackleford.
355 Kit Carson on a Mysterious Trail ; or, Branded a flenegade. By
Old Scout.
An
356
The Lively Eight Social Club; or, From Cider to Rum. A True
Temperance Story. By Jno. R. Do wel.
357 The Dandy of the School ; or, The Boys or Bay Clill'. By Howard
Austin.
358 Out In the Streets; A Story of High and Low Life In New York.
By N. S. Wood (The 1:oung American Actor. J
359 Captain Ray; 'fhe Young Leader of the !co rlorn Hope. A True
Story of the Mexican War By Geo'!. .las. A, Gordon.
360 "3"; or, The Ten Treasure Houses of the 'l'a1tar King. By Richard R. Montgomery.
361 Railroad Rob; or, The Train Wreckers or the West . By Jas. C.
Merritt.
.,_
36 A Millionaire at 18; or, 'l'he American Boy Croesus. By H. K .
Shackleford.
...0
36 The Seven White Bears; or, The Band of Fate. A Story of Russia. By Richard R. Montgomery .
364
6 - Shamus O'Brien; or, The Bold Boy of Glingall. By Allyn Draper.
3 0 The Skeleton Scout _; or, 'l'he Dread Rider of the Plains. By An
Old Scout.
366 "Merry Matt"; or, The Will-o'-tbe-Wisp of Wine. ~ True Tem,
perance Story. By H. K Shackleford.
367 The Boy With the Steel :.\!ask; or, A Face That Was Kever Seen. ·
By Allan Arnold.
368 Clear-the-Track Tom ; or, The Youngest Engineer on the Road.
By Jas. C. Merritt.
360 Gallant Jack Barry, The Young Father of the Ameri ca n Navy.
By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
370 Laughing Luke, The Yankee Spy of the Revolution. By Gen'! Jas.
A. Gordon.
371 From Gutter to Governor: or, The Luck of a Waif. By II. K.
Shackleford.
372 Davy Crockett, Jr. : or, "Be Sure You're Right, Then Go Ahead."
By An Old Scout.
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OLD AND YOUNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES.
PBICE 5 CTS. 32 PAGES.

COLORED COVERS.

ISSUED WEEKLY

L A '.r.ES'.r ISSUES :

307 Tht~!~~dys and the Bingo Boys; or, The Trail that Led to Hal'J-

266 The Bradys and "Black J a ck"; or, Tracking the Negro Crooks.
267 The Hradys' Wild West Cle w ; or, Knocking About Nevada.
268 The Bradys' Dash to Deadwood; or, A Mystery of the Black
Hills.
269 The Hradys and ' 'Bumpy Hank" ; or, '£he Sliver Gang of Shasta.
270 The Bradys and Dr. Dockery ; or, The Secret Band of Seven.
271 The Hradys' Western Raid; or, '£railing A "l:lad" Man to Texas.
272 T he Bradys at 1''ort Yuma; or, The Mix-up with the "King of
Mexico."
273 The Bradys and t he Bond King ; or, Working on a Wall Street
Case.
274 The Bradys a nd Fakir Fred; or, The Myste1·y of the County

308 The Bradys and the Broker·s Club ; or, Solving a Wall Street Mystery.
309 The Bradys and "Bad Buzzard' ' ; or, The Fight tor the Five Forkl
:
Mine.
310 The Bradys and the Chinese Prince; or, T h e Latest Mott Street
Mystery.
311 The Bradys and the Man From Tombstone ; or, After the "King
ot Arizona. "
312 Tht~:~.adys and Hop Toy ; or, Working for the Mayor of Ch ina-

.
Hot Wprk In Hangtown.

~~

275 T he Bradys' California Call; or,
276 The Bradys' Million Dollar Camp ; or, Uough '.rimes In Rattlesnake Canyon.
277 The Bradys and the Black Hounds; ~. The Mystery of the :IIldas
Mine.
278 T he Bradys Up Bad River; or, After the Worst Man of All.
279 The Bradys and "Uncle Hiram"; or, Hot Wo1·k with a Hayseed
Crook.
280 The Bradys and Kid King; or, Tracking the Arizona Terror.
281 The Bradys' Chicago Clew ; or, Exposing the Board of '.rrade
Crooks.
282 The Bradys and Silver King ; or, After the Man ot Mystery.
283 The Bradys' Hard Struggle ; or, The Search for the Mlelng
l<' ingers.
284 The Bradys In Suntlower City; or, After "Bad" Man Brown.
285 The Bradys and "Wild Bill" ; or, '£he Sharp Gang of Sundown .
286 The Bradys in the Saddle ; or, Chasing "Broncho Bill."
287 The Bradys and t he Mock Millionaire ; or, '£be Trail whi ch Led
to Tuxedo.
the
288 The Bradys' Wall Street Trail ; or, The Matter of X-Y-Z.
289 The Bradys and t he Bandits' Gold ; or, Secret Work In
Soutbwe~t.

290 The Bradys and Captain Thunderbolt ; or, Daring Work in Death
• Valley.
291 The Bradys' Trip to Chinatown; or, Trailing an Opium Fiend.
292 The •Bradys and Diamond Dan; or, The :llystery of the J ohn
Street Jewels.
293 The Bradys on Badman's Island; or, Trapping the Texas "Ter-

ror. ''

294 The Bradys and tbe Hop Hitters; or, ·Among the Opium Fiends
ot ·Frisco.
295 The Bradys and "Boston Ben" ; or, Tracking a Trickster to
Tennessee.
2()6 The BradyE' Latest "Bad" l\Ian ; or, Tbe Case of Idaho Ike.
297 The Bradys and the Wall Street " Wonder" ; or, 'l' be Keen Detectives' Quick Case.
2()8 The Bradys' Call to Kansas ; or, The Matter of '.\Iarshal Mundy.
29() The Bradys and Old Bill Battl e : or, After the Colorado Coiners.
300 The Bradys and the l\Ian from Wall ·street ; or, The Strange Disappearan ce of Captain Carew.
301 The Bradys and Big Bart Brown ; or, Trapping the "Terror" of
Toddleton .
302 The Bradys and the ' Frisco Fakirs : or, The Boy Who was Lost In
Chinatown.
303 The Bradys and "Klondike Kate"; or, The Hurry Call from
Dawson.
304 The Bradys and "Pullman Pete" ; or, The Mystery of the Chicago
Special.
805 The Bradys and the Wall Street Prince ; or, The Boy Who Broke
the Brokers.
306 The Bradys and the "Belle of Bolton" ; or, The Search for the
Lost 'Frisco Liner.

313 The Bradys and the Copper King; or, The Mystery of the Montague Mine.
314 The Bradys and ''Bullion Bill" ; or, The Mystery of Mill No. 13.
315 The Bradys In Joliet ; or, The Strange Case of Jeweler James.
316 Tiie Bradys and "Roaring Rube" ; or, Rounding up the " Terror"
of Ten Mlle Creek.
317 The Bradys and the Boss ef Broad Street; or, The Case of the
"King ot the Curb. "
318 The Bradys Desert '£rail; or, Lost on the Deadman's Run.
319 ~e Bradys and t he Opium Syndicate; or, After the " Marquis"
of Mott Street.
320 The Bradys and "General Jinks" ; or, After the Card Crook's of
the "Katy . l<' lyer. "
321 The Bradys and the Man With the Barrel; or, Working for t he
Prince of Wall Street.
322 The Bradys and "Hedrock Bill"; or, The " Deadmen" from Deadwood.
323 The Bradys and the "N'.Ing" of Chi cago; or, The Man Who Cornered Corn.
324 The Bradys and Admiral Brown; or, Working for the United
States Navy.
325 The Bradys and "Madame Miiiions" ; or, The Case of the Wa ll
Street Qneen.
326 The Bradys and the " Prince" of Pekin ; or, Called on a Chinese
Clew.
327 The Bradys Facing Death ; or, Trapped by a Cleve1· Woman .
328 The Bradys' Rio Grande Raid : or, Hot Work at Badman' s Bend.
329 The Bradys' Madhouse Mystery ; or, The Search for Madame Montford .
330 The Bradys and the Swamp Rats ; or, After the Georgia Moonshiners.
331 The Bradys and "Handsome Hal" ; or, Duping the Duke of Da- _
,
kota.
332 The ·Bradys and the Mad Financier ; or, Trailing the "Terror" of
Wall Street .
333 The Bradys and the Joplin Jays; or, Three "Badmen" f rom
Missouri.
334 The Bradys and Capt. Klondike ; or, The Man from the North
, ,
Pole.
335 The Bradys and the Wall Street Club ; or, Three Lost "Lambs. '
336 The Bradys' Lightning R aid ; or, Chased Through the Hole in
thlt_ Wl!-11.
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"
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No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fw:";o
T HE STAGE.
_'o 1.1. THEl BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.--Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
01t famous end men.
No amateur minstrels is complete without
ia wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.~ontaining a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
nd Irish. .Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amuse!Jlflllt and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK l\II~STREL GUIDE
D JOKl!J BOOK.-Something new and very instructive. Every
;b~y shild obtain this bnk, as it contains full instructions for ori nizi
an amateur minstrel troupe.
To. 5. l\lULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
jo e books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
tains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
~errence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
•he day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
l}htain a copy immediately.
'So. 79. HOW TO BEC0;\1E AN ACTOR.-Containing com»iete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
•t.1.ge; together with the duties of the Stage l\Ianager, Prompter,
cenic Artist and Property l\Ian. By a prominent Stage l\Ianager.
No. 80. GCS WILLIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the lata t jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
enr popular Uerman comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
9010!:'td cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to beC041!!:1
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems fr
a.II the popular !luthors of pros~ and poetry, arranged in the llNG•
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. ~OW TO DEBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting
bates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion, and the Mdl
sources for procuring information on the questions given,

o

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'l'.-The arts and wiles of flirtation &fiJ
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods tJi
har.ukerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it COil
tains a full list; of the language and sentiment of flowers, which &-·
in~eresting to everybody, both old and young, You cannot be happ!'.;f
without one.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handso
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instrut
tions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and 11.t partit!}
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all ?OPular squ :..
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to le- n
court~hip and marriage, giving sensible ~r.vice, rules and etiquet
to be observeu, n·ith many curious and ~nte resting things not en·
t;rally known.
No. 1 i. HOW TO DRESS.-Conta!nlng full instruction in ta',
art of d1·essing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving tk.;
selections of colors, material. and how to have them made up,
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of ~
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the wor«.I.
~.,. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful,
both male a10i'
~ll instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this b~
~'!!' country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become
beautiful.
Jowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pub!!Ahed.
' BIRDS AND ANIMALS .
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely
iAl.
'911 cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management and tllustrated
training of ~
A§b, game, and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot,
etc.
jp&1try, and a graQd collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 31). HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AN •'
'IOOkir,
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely Ill ~
o. 31. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
Hrybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No, 40, HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hill r
!J!ll .s almost auything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats , squirrel and hll°' '1
rs.cb• cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrin&t!-,-:
Keene.
~
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.- '
Jfo. 46, HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable
book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountl111:'
lleription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; and preserving birds, animals aud insects.
tber with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PET!5.-Givin coo:r
•tc( ~y George Trebel, .A. l\I., 1\1. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keep! ,
trauons.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets;
giving · r~.:
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained alsotwenty-el
·
titlning full uirections for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it the most complete book ofbythe
kind t;f.,
:eolhi. dynamos. and many no\·el toys to be worked by electricity. published.
"ir R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
!'a. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MI SC ELLAN EOUS.
r~' collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful !in~ ·;1.
~I tl!e with illustrations. By A . .Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and .•,
ENTERTAINMENT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloon1, Ta.Ir
·o. ~ HO
TO BECOi\flil A YEXTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
!I: nnedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-bool: th
till book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-crKID, 1yrup1. <e11ence1. etc., ~~
du every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the , No. 84. HOW TO BJjJCQME AN AU'l'HOR.-Uontarnmg ltu~
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the 1 information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and i\;lt.
IN&test hook C'Ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also contain~,
No 20. HOW '.rO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com
~•"Y valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prlno.;
:at games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable Hiland
br parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A. w ').
oney than any book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in
N. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful littl treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to n ,.,,
~:>k containing the rules and r~gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recities for general ctM"
ac iammon. croquet. dominoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 3.6. HOW TO SOLVE CONUN,DR{!l\IS.-Containing all
N!-J. 55. HOW. TO CqLLECT :;;TAMP A1 p COI S.~?~i leadmg coBundrums of the day, amusmg riddles, curious catches tammg valuable mformat10n regardrng the collectmg and arranrtft
ud witty sayicgs.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old 'King Bra': ~
ook, giving Ute rules and full directions for plaving Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valua\ <
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course
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arlnr to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of ·How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NA'VAL CAD · .-Complete
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strucUQns of how to gain admission to the AnnRpolis Na'r@.i
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the cour e of inat:rnction, descript!O..
~tt. 2.'T. BOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a
•
1i11tal11ln1 the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to be<'ome an officer in the United States Navy.
'
'al t, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Btcea1 i\J
Dr.«t!D 1111.117 1tandard readings,
West Point Military Cadet."
·
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